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SELECT EMC FERRITES BY PEAK PULSE

REDEXPERT. Würth Elektronik’s online platform for simple
component selection and performance simulation.






Pulse Designer for EMC PCB Ferrites
to meet inrush current requirements
based on inrush current amplitude and
pulse length
The world’s most accurate AC loss model
Filter settings for over 20 electrical and
mechanical parameters
Inductor simulation and selection for
DC/DC converters









Ability to compare inductance/current
and temperature rise/DC current using
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Available in seven languages
Online platform based on
measured values
Order free samples directly
Direct access to product datasheets
Comfortable and clear component
selection

WE are here for you!
Join our free webinars on
www.we-online.com/webinars
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Make the Most from
Bodo's WBG Event!
There’s only four weeks to go until this
year's Wide Bandgap Event and we have
worked really hard over the past few
months to create an appealing, easy-to-use
website for the event, while also putting together a high-quality program. Please take
a look at www.bodoswbg.com. We already
have nearly 60 presentations confirmed
from the leading experts in our industry,
20 on the first day alone on Silicon Carbide.
That's well over three hours of videos plus
the four live sessions of 30 minutes each on
the actual days! I think we all agree that this
is too much information to consume in one
day. But don't worry, we've already thought
about this in advance and the solution is
quite simple: On Demand Content!
Most of you will already have noticed that
we are making all of the video presentations available one week in advance of the
actual event. This will give you the opportunity to view them at the most convenient
time for you. So, the only thing you need to
schedule are the live Q&As, that way you
will make the most from the event!
In the meantime, I would like to make another recommendation and invite you to
watch the recordings of the last Expert Talk,
which are now available online at www.
bodospower.com/wbg.aspx. Once again,
it was a very technical discussion, where
Dr Alex Lidow and Marco Palma from EPC
explained the advantages of GaN for motor drives, Juan Sanchez from Infineon answered questions about the behavior of
GaN in hard switching topologies and Ilian
Bonov explained how they keep noise and
ringing low at Nexperia with their GaN FETs.
No less exciting was the round on SiC. Here
our friends from Neubiberg were strongly
represented as well. David Levett and Dr
Peter Friedrichs from Infineon answered
questions regarding the paralleling of SiC
MOSFETs and corresponding modules.

Dr Friedrichs, who is also the chairman of
the last ECPE SiC & GaN user forum, also
briefly looked back on the event and shared
his impressions. From France we were
joined by experts from CALY Technologies,
who discussed their SiC current limiter devices and how these can help protect components.
Bodo’s magazine is delivered by postal service to all places in the world. It is the only
magazine that spreads technical information on power electronics globally. We have
EETech as a partner serving North America
efficiently. If you are using any kind of tablet or smart phone, you will find all our content on the website www.eepower.com.
If you speak the language, or just want to
have a look, don’t miss our Chinese version:
www.bodospowerchina.com
My Green Power Tip for the Month:
If you have the opportunity, plant a tree in
your backyard. I just did this and surprisingly I’m quite excited about how it will develop, and we all know how important trees
are for the environment.
Kind regards

Events
WIPDA 2021
Redondo Beach, CA, USA
November 7 – 11
https://wipda.org
SEMICON Europa 2021
Munich, Germany November 16 – 19
www.semiconeuropa.org
productronica 2021
Munich, Germany November 16 – 19
www.productronica.com

sps 2021
Nuremberg, Germany; November 23 - 25
www.sps-exhibition.com
The Battery Show Europe 2021
Stuttgart, Germany
November 30 – December 2
www.thebatteryshow.eu
Online

Bodo’s WBG Event 2021
November 30 - December 3
www.bodoswbg.com

DAC 2021
San Francisco, CA, USA
December 5 – 10 & Online
www.dac.com
SEMICON West 2021
San Francisco, CA, USA
December 7 – 9 & Online
www.semiconwest.org
E|DPC 2021
Online December 7 – 9
www.edpc.eu

Accurate
everywhere

LXS, LXSR, LES, LESR, LKSR, LPSR
series
New closed-loop current transducers, based on a custom Hall Effect LEM ASIC,
perform at the level of fluxgate transducers, achieving the highest levels of quality
and traceability using advanced manufacturing techniques. Offset drift is over four
times lower than the previous generation of closed-loop transducers based on Hall
cells and very similar to those using fluxgate. There are 6 families and 22 models
available with various options, such as an integrated reference (VREF ), footprint (3 or
4 primary pins with different layouts), with an aperture and/or with integrated primary
conductors and overcurrent detection.
www.lem.com

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.5 to 50 A nominal current
PCB mounting
Low offset drift (3 – 14 ppm/°C)
Overcurrent detection output (LPSR models)
-40 to +105°C operation
100 % compatible with previous LEM generation
Multi-range configuration
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Power Electronics: Corrosion Research Agenda Needed
GfKORR - Gesellschaft für Korrosionsschutz e. V. and ECPE European Center for Power Electronics e. V., in cooperation with DVS association, have published a position paper requesting a Corrosion
Research Agenda for sustainable power electronics by improved
robustness aagainst climate stress.

• Cost and time-reduced quality monitoring for resistance to
harmful gases and moisture
• Evaluation criteria for moisture robustness
Link to the Joint Position Paper of ECPE and GfKORR: https://www.
ecpe.org/research/roadmaps-strategy-papers/strategy-papers/

In order to meet the increased demands on the robustness and
reliability of power electronic components and systems, comprehensive knowledge of their corrosion behaviour is necessary.
However, corrosion mechanisms are highly complex. They depend
on the materials, the environment and the respective protective
measures. Accordingly, efforts must urgently be taken up in the
most diverse research fields in order to create a comprehensive
and secured data situation. It is clear that corrosion protection is of
particular importance when it comes to producing and using electronics in a more efficient and resource-saving manner. If a component becomes more durable or can it be used where previously
only mechanical solutions were used, this means two things above
all: First, energy is saved and, second, fewer resources are used.
Possible research fields in the field of microelectronics include:
• Aging resistance of protective coatings, encapsulation and thermal transfer mold
• Development of ultra-thin-film coatings

Image: Zestron

www.ecpe.org

Foundation of an International Sales Company
The establishment of “Würth Elektronik CBT International GmbH”
marks another milestone in the internationalisation of the Circuit
Board Technology division of Würth Elektronik. The European sales
teams will be consolidated and expanded under the umbrella of
this limited liability company. The international customers are thus
moving even more into focus. In 2021, the Würth Elektronik Group
celebrates its 50th anniversary. Since its beginnings, internationalisation has been an important strategic aspect for the Printed Circuit Board division. Over the past five decades, Würth Elektronik
has built up three PCB plants in Germany as well as various cooperations with qualified partners in Asia. As Europe's leading PCB man-

ufacturer, Würth Elektronik continuously develops and optimises
production processes and is also heavily involved in the research
and development of pioneering technologies, manufacturing processes and materials.
Today, the company serves more than 4,000 customers from 50
countries in all areas of the electronics industry. In order to always
be close to the customers, the sales teams in Europe are continuously being expanded and successively integrated into Würth Elektronik CBT International GmbH. “Our goal is to further expand our
strong position in Europe and become the largest supplier of printed circuit boards in Europe,” says Thomas Beck, Managing Director
of Würth Elektronik CBT International GmbH.
This process is being started with Poland. Since the beginning of
the year, a local PCB specialist has been on hand to provide customers with personal advice on site. “We are looking forward to
further expanding and improving the relationships with our Polish
customers through our new Area Sales Manager Tomasz Renkiel,”
Beck continues.
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PCIM Asia 2021: Successful Conclusion in Shenzhen
PCIM Asia was held successfully from 9 – 11 September at the Shenzhen World Exhibition & Convention Center, the change in venue
and location marking a new chapter in the fair’s history. Born from
the highly successful PCIM Europe trade fair first held in 1979, over

the course of 20 years the fair has grown to become the leading
event for power electronics in Asia. Now in its new home in Shenzhen, the oft-dubbed ‘Silicon Valley’ of China, benefiting from its
location in the Greater Bay Area, proximity to international markets
serviced by Hong Kong and the wealth of technical expertise and
talent present within the city, PCIM Asia looks well placed to drive
the industry forward in the decades to come. Once again PCIM Asia
featured a range of thematic zones that explored key areas of the
development of power electronics, covering power semiconductor
components and modules, electrical devices, passive components
and thermal management to test and measurement among other
areas. These zones were, namely, the E-mobility Pavilion, Energy
Storage Pavilion, Poster Session Area and the University Zone.

https://pcimasia-expo.cn

ROHM IN EUROPE:
WE SHAPE INNOVATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
Our past experience paves the way for your future innovations. Since 1971, we have been assisting
our customers all over Europe with our strong competence in analog and power technologies.
ROHM’s experts enable you to realize your product ideas: based on market insights and our broad
portfolio, we individually support you from start to finish, from choosing the best product to the
final design-in phase. With decades of expertise, we are a valuable partner in the automotive and
industrial sectors. Thank you for your trust during all those years!

www.rohm.com
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Leaps in E-Mobility Power Solution
GaN Systems and EPowerlabs announced a collaboration to deliver
a high-density DC/DC power converter (DDC48-1K) for a wide range
of 48V mobility applications for consumer, industrial, and automotive customers. Using GaN solves space constraint challenges typical in electric mobility systems by providing more power in smaller
form factors. The GaN converter is one-third smaller and 50% lighter than standard converters and has an overall efficiency of above
95%.
“Creating a more sustainable world through e-mobility is at the
heart of our mission and leveraging technologies like GaN are vital in accelerating this move,” said Mikel Parel, CEO of EPowerlabs,
“This is demonstrated by our GaN Systems-based converter, which
reduces power losses by more than 50% compared to silicon-based
designs in the market and is one-third the size of legacy converters."
With an input voltage range of 24-60VDC and rated at up to 1kW
continuous power with an overall efficiency above 95%, this converter offers a reliable and efficient solution for electric mopeds
and scooters, EV systems and vehicles, and numerous transportation and robotics applications. “It’s wonderful to see customers like

EPowerlabs using our GaN transistors to make vast power system
improvements within the e-mobility space. These changes all play
a part towards the goal of using less energy and creating a more
sustainable future,” said Jim Witham, CEO of GaN Systems.

www.gansystems.com
https://epowerlabs.com

EMC Community Meets Again
From 15 – 17 March 2022, the EMC community will have the opportunity to experience the premiere originally planned for 2020 at the

new location in Cologne. "The feedback on Mesago Messe Frankfurt’s digital offerings for the EMV was very positive, nevertheless
the anticipation for the next face-to-face event and the desire for
chance meetings and personal exchange is immense," commented
Anthula Parashoudi, Vice President, Mesago Messe Frankfurt.
With still six months before the event, the EMV team at Mesago
Messe Frankfurt has already been able to allocate 60 percent of the
booth space. Around 50 exhibitors have already confirmed their
participation in the event in Cologne, including well-known representatives of the EMC industry such as Rohde & Schwarz, Frankonia, and AR Europe. Interested representatives in the EMC industry
can still register as an exhibitor at the trade fair in Cologne. More
information, such as the exhibitor list and exhibitor registration, is
available at e-emc.com.

https://emv.mesago.com
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Home for all Illinois Capacitor Products
Cornell Dubilier has brought its Illinois Capacitor brand capacitors
to cde.com. Now engineers can view the entire portfolio of CDE and
IC capacitors for power electronics applications on one site. This
includes such specialized products as IC’s supercapacitors, conduction-cooled (high density resonant) capacitors, rechargeable coin
cell batteries, and other new additions. CDE’s updated parametric search tools simplify the capacitor selection process as never
before. As Illinoiscapacitor.com has now been shut down, links to
that site will be automatically redirected to cde.com. In addition to
combining product data, the site’s Tech Center has been expanded
to include additional engineering resources, such as application
guides, capacitor formulas, tutorials, and a detailed glossary of
terms. CDE will continue to support all IC branded products, which
are available from major distributors and the company’s representative network.

www.cde.com
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Wireless BMS in Lotus Electric Vehicles
Analog Devices announced that renowned British performance
brand Lotus Cars is planning to incorporate ADI’s wireless battery
management system (wBMS) in its next-generation electric vehicle
(EV) architecture. ADI’s wBMS was selected for its increased design
flexibility, battery repairability and lighter weight. The engineering

collaboration will enable Lotus to safely propel its future EV fleet
and continue pushing the limits of design and technology. ADI’s
wBMS technology eliminates the traditional wired harness, leading
to a reduction of up to 90% in the wiring and 15% of the volume in
the battery pack. It also improves design flexibility and manufacturability, without compromising range and state of charge accuracy
over the life of the battery. ADI’s wBMS enables simplified assembly and disassembly of battery packs to ensure faulty battery cells
can be removed and repaired quickly and efficiently. “We worked
closely with Analog Devices to integrate wBMS into our new Lightweight Electric Vehicle Architecture (LEVA), which will be the basis
for all future Lotus EVs,” said Richard Lively, Director, Propulsion
and Chassis Engineering, Lotus Cars. “The removal of the wire harness for wBMS ensures that Lotus can offer a lightweight solution
that optimizes performance and is consistent with our brand of
delivering powerful performance cars with exceptional handling.”

www.analog.com

Semiconductor R&D and Test Open Laboratory
Keysight Technologies and National Central University Optical Sciences Center
(NCUOSC) announced a collaboration to
improve the design and test validation efficiency of gallium nitride (GaN) and silicon
carbide (SiC) applications, accelerating the
pace of 5G and electric vehicle (EV) innovation. Wide band gap (WBG) materials,
such as GaN and SiC, offer rapid switching
speeds, low loss and withstand high temperature and voltage characteristics. As
a result, these materials are leveraged in
consumer power products, fast charging,
electric vehicles and rail transit, as well as
5G infrastructures and data center servers.
However, these advantages increase the
complexity of design and testing. NCUOSC
successfully used Keysight's PD1500A Dynamic Power Device Analyzer/Double Pulse
Tester (DPT) platform to establish a third
generation WBG semiconductor open laboratory to improve developing and testing

efficiency. As the JEDEC, a global leader in
developing open standards and publications for the microelectronics industry, continues to define the dynamic testing of WBG
devices, standardized tests are starting to
emerge. The Keysight PD1500A DPT determines the key performance parameters,
which match all standards, such as turn-on/
off and switching characteristics, dynamic
on-resistance, dynamic current and voltage,
as well as reverse recovery, gate charge and
device output characteristics. "Keysight is
happy to work with NCUOSC to help engineering teams characterize, understand,
integrate, deploy and drive innovations for
next-generation semiconductor technologies," said Thomas Goetzl, vice president
and general manager of Keysight's Automotive and Energy Solutions business unit.

www.keysight.com
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GaN Technology in Server Power Supplies for Data Centers
Texas Instruments announced its gallium nitride (GaN) technology and C2000™ real-time microcontrollers (MCUs) are being combined with Delta Electronics’ power electronics expertise in the
design of an enterprise server power-supply unit (PSU) featuring
an 80% improvement in power density with 1% better efficiency
— up to 99.2% — for data center applications, compared to enterprise server power supplies using a traditional architecture.

A 1% improvement equals 1-megawatt (or 800 households) total
cost of ownership savings per data center, according to Energy Innovation. Delta Electronics chose TI due to its decade-long investment in GaN technology as well as its real-time control solution
with C2000 MCUs. TI uses innovative semiconductor manufacturing processes to manufacture GaN-on-silicon technology and integrated circuits (ICs) to help companies such as Delta Electronics
create differentiated applications to more efficiently power data
centers around the world.
"Our passion at TI is to create a better world by making electronics
more affordable through semiconductors, and our GaN technology
enables a whole new world of higher efficiency and smaller, more
reliable solutions," said Steve Lambouses, vice president for High
Voltage Power at TI. "In addition to technology investments, TI’s
investments in internal manufacturing will allow new technologies
like GaN to scale quickly and support customers like Delta."

www.ti.com

7th Generation X series
Top Class in Power Density and Reliability
MAIN FEATURES
Downsizing of IGBT Modules

7G IGBT & FWD
New internal layout
Higher reliability

Increment of Losses

Rise of Temperature

Deterioration of Reliability

High Heat Dissipation
Packages

High Reliability
Packages

Improved silicone gel
Solder or press-fit pins
Advanced bond wire design
High thermal conductive ceramic substrate
Package material with CTI > 600

Our Solutions

(The 7G IGBT Modules Concepts)

Low Loss IGBT &
Diode

Viso up to 4 kV
Lower Vcesat
Lower voltage overshoot

Expansion of continuous Tvjop up to 175 °C

Lower oscillations / lower EMC issues
Available in various package types
from low to high power ranges

www.fujielectric-europe.com
www.americas.fujielectric.com/semiconductors

PrimePACKTM is registered trademark of Infineon Technologies AG, Germany.
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Power Device Division Opens Power Electronics Research Laboratory
Hitachi’s Power Device Division has opened a new testing laboratory based in Bracknell, UK. The company relocated its testing
laboratory to larger premises, to expand its research and testing
capabilities. The launch of the new laboratory is an exciting time
for the company as it can now supply a range of testing, offering a
comprehensive suite of services for semiconductors; which can be
used to investigate anything from power module fault analysis to
customer application specific conditions. The new facility will en-

able Hitachi to assist its customers with designing in and problemsolving for the full range of its power modules ( 750 V to 6.5 kV),
through various tests including:
• Double Pulse testing
• Short circuit conditions
• Paralleled power modules testing
• Gate Driver Performance
Hitachi is flexible in implementing any test requirements for its customers to support them in their design-in phase. Aligned with its
test facility, the company has also launched a new online power
simulation tool. This new simulation tool is designed to help assist engineers to choose the right Hitachi semiconductor suited to
their particular application needs. The on-line simulation tool and
further details of the laboratory can be found on the company’s
website.

https://pdd.hitachi.eu

Funding Round to Revolutionize Magnetics with AI Technology
The Madrid-based company Frenetic announced its closing of a
€4.5 million funding round from Bonsai Partners (Spain) and Join
Capital (Germany), which boosts existing support from 42Cap (Germany), Big Sur Ventures (Spain) and Bankinter (Spain) from 2019.
Frenetic’s AI technology has been trained to accurately design both

magnetic and electronic components essential for the development of electric vehicles. In addition, through its unique technology
and stock search, Frenetic tackles issues involving scarcity of chip
supplies and magnetic components. The company plans to utilize
this funding round to continue expansion in the US and Germany.
Frenetic was founded with the goal of making magnetics simple and
accessible. It is now revolutionizing the world of magnetics through
AI, aiming to entirely replace outdated engineering models used in
a wide range of cases - from electric chargers to space travel.
Frenetic validated its technology through participation in the 2020
Accelerator Pilot – a program from the European Commission dedicated to the empowerment of European companies, and in which
only 0.1% of applications receive community support.
Chema Molina, Frenetic’s CEO, who founded the company in 2018,
says of the round: "This latest funding from Join and Bonsai will
allow us to expand in the US and German markets with local subsidiaries, and ultimately be closer to customers. Likewise, we will be
able to strengthen our relationships with manufacturers.”

https://frenetic.ai
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Successful Transition to Global Semiconductor Powerhouse
Following a massive four-year transformation, involving the divestiture of two-thirds
of the business and a repositioning of the
company’s overall core strategy, October
4th marks the creation of Wolfspeed. The
company, formerly known as Cree, officially launches under its new name with
the support of a comprehensive, multichannel, integrated marketing campaign.
Wolfspeed has served as the brand for the
company’s Silicon Carbide materials and
semiconductor devices business unit for
the past six years. Built on a 30-year heritage of domain expertise,
the name Wolfspeed conveys both the noble traits of the wolf –
leadership, intelligence and endurance – and speed, characterized
by the pace at which the company innovates and operates, both
unmatched in the industry.

“Today officially marks a transformative milestone for Wolfspeed
as we are now a pure-play global semiconductor powerhouse,”
said Gregg Lowe, CEO at Wolfspeed. “The next generation in power
semiconductors will be driven by Silicon Carbide technology, with
superior performance that unleashes new possibilities and positive
changes to the way we live. As the original champion of this technology, we couldn’t be more excited for what lies ahead.”
Lowe joined the company in September 2017 with a vision and
commitment to a more collaborative culture built on ingenuity and
a mission to pursue a more efficient future. Now, with multi-year,
long-term materials agreements totaling more than $1.3 billion
across several industries, a device pipeline that totals more than
$15 billion, and an increased production capacity 30X larger than
previous facility plans, Wolfspeed is driving multiple industries
through a monumental shift from silicon to Silicon Carbide.

www.wolfspeed.com

Reduce quiescent current.
Improve performance.
Make no compromises.

In battery-operated systems, the need to achieve high efficiency at no- or light-load conditions requires power
solutions that tightly regulate the output voltage while maintaining ultra-low supply current. With TI’s portfolio
of ultra-low I Q technologies and products, you can maximize your battery run time and enable low power
consumption in your next design.

Your partner in solving quiescent current challenges
Learn more > TI.com/lowiq
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APEC 2022 Sponsors Continue Student Attendance Support Program
The joint sponsors of the Applied Power Electronics Conference
(APEC) have announced the continuation of the popular Student
Attendance Support Program for APEC 2022, scheduled to take
place in Houston, March 20-24. Chosen recipients of the program
will receive reimbursement to cover qualified expenses for attending APEC 2022. Those eligible to apply for the program are power
electronics students, undergraduate or graduate, who have been
accepted to present papers at the upcoming conference in March
(notification of paper acceptance is by Oct. 27, 2021.) Once accepted, student presenters must apply for the Student Attendance Support Program by November 7, 2021. In its 17th year, this popular
program was initiated by the Power Sources Manufacturers Association (PSMA). It is now jointly underwritten by PSMA and the other

co-sponsors of the APEC conference: the IEEE Power Electronics Society (PELS) and the IEEE Industry Applications Society (IAS). The recipients of the Student Attendance Support Program will be chosen
by the APEC 2022 Student Attendance Support.

www.apec-conf.org

Joint Venture to Manufacture and Sell Lithium-ion
Dry-Process Battery Separators
Polypore International and Shanghai Energy New Materials Technology reached agreement in January 2021, through their respective subsidiaries, to establish a joint venture (JV) in China for
dry-process membrane separator for lithium-ion batteries (LIBs).
The necessary regulatory approvals are complete, and the JV has
been established as Jiangxi Enpo New Materials in Gaoan City, Jiangxi Province, People’s Republic of China. Based on a license from
Polypore’s subsidiary Celgard, LLC (Celgard) for technology and intellectual property related to dry-process polypropylene (PP) separator, the JV will manufacture and sell quality, high-performance
dry-process separator in China for LIBs used in energy storage systems (ESS) and electric-drive vehicles (EDVs).
Production is scheduled to start in 2022 with PP membrane capacity of 100 million m2/year. In the joint venture, PPO Energy Storage
Materials HK Ltd. will have 49 percent of the equity contribution
and SEMCORP will have 51 percent. “By joining Celgard’s specialized knowledge in technology, processing, and material science
together with SEMCORP’s operational expertise in China, the joint
venture will not only provide a wide range of solutions to customers but also stimulate further development of the LIB industry

overall,” said Celgard president, Lie Shi. “I am thrilled to begin this
partnership with SEMCORP. The combination of our two companies’ strengths will provide new solutions for the world’s challenges
related to the environment and energy.”
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300mm, High-Temp Single-Wafer SPM
ACM Research announced it has shipped its first 300mm singlewafer Sulfuric Peroxide Mixture systems (Single-Wafer SPM tool)
for wet clean and etch processes in advanced logic, DRAM and 3DNAND integrated circuit manufacturing. ACM’s Single-Wafer SPM
tool targets high ion dose doped photoresist (PR) wet strip processes, with support for metal etch or strip processes. This tool extends ACM’s SPM product offering to include higher temperature
SPM steps that are emerging for more advanced production nodes
at 10nm and beyond.
“ACM’s Single-Wafer SPM tool builds on the proven performance
of our Ultra C Tahoe, which addresses most SPM process steps
that operate at regular temperatures,” said Dr. David Wang, Chief
Executive Officer and President of ACM Research. “We have leveraged Tahoe’s proven capabilities to develop the Single-Wafer SPM
tool, strengthening our wet cleaning portfolio with the addition of
high-temperature SPM. Together, the Tahoe and Single-Wafer SPM
tools address virtually all SPM processes currently deployed in advanced semiconductor manufacturing. We continue to develop
new process capabilities, including advanced hot isopropyl alcohol
(IPA) drying and super critical CO2 dry technologies, with the goal
of becoming a major global cleaning solution provider.”

www.acmrcsh.com

https://polypore.com
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TDK Europe’s management team also includes Oliver Huettner (49). Huettner, Executive Vice President, will serve as the TDK
Europe Head of Business Administration.
The two are in full agreement: “TDK Europe’s
established set-up enables us to offer the

best support for our European customers
with a unique product portfolio centered
on TDK’s three key markets, Automotive,
Industrial & Home Appliance and Communications. We aim to continue to grow the
business together with our customers and
support the growth strategies of TDK Corporation related to digital transformation
and energy transformation of our society.”
Josef Vissing has held a number of sales positions at TDK Europe and EPCOS AG, since
he joined the company in 1991 with a Diploma degree in industrial engineering. Since
then, Vissing has acquired many years of
business experience, among others as
Head of Product Marketing for Ferrites,
Head of Business Unit Transfomers and as
CEO and President of EPCOS (Zhuhai) Co. in
China. In 2012 he was named Head of Sales
GNS (Germany, Netherlands, Switzerland)
for EPCOS AG and in this capacity has been
responsible for one of the company's most
important sales regions.

www.tdk-electronics.tdk.com

Energy Sharing Among Neighbors
with Demand-Oriented Distribution
for Solar Energy
In order to meet Europe's (EU) ambitious
climate targets, greenhouse gas emissions
must be drastically reduced by 2030. To
achieve this, around 28 million multi-family
houses with over 80 million households
must be equipped with photovoltaics. Despite the support of the EU, there are still
enormous technical and regulatory obsta-

cles, specifically with the power supply for
small multi-family houses from renewable
energy sources. In a cooperation with Infineon Technologies, Munich based start-up
PIONIERKRAFT has overcome these hurdles
with an innovative hardware and service

solution coined PIONIERKRAFTwerk (German only). This technology enables selfproduced solar energy to be distributed
physically and by demand between different households. With Infineon's support,
renewable energy can then be shared with
neighbors in a decentralized manner and
without intermediate storage – economically and without bureaucratic obstacles.
The hardware of the participating parties is
connected to the platform provided by PIONIERKRAFT using the Internet. This determines the power surplus of the generator
as well as the current demand of neighbors
to autonomously control the distribution
process. Thus, households without a photovoltaic system can use solar power. The
solution also regulates the power flows
without using the public grid. Several Infineon components make this possible, including the discrete CoolSiC™ MOSFET IMBG120R030M1H in the surface-mount
D2PAK-7L package and the EiceDRIVER™
Compact Gate Driver 1ED3122MU12H. By
working together, the PIONIERKRAFTwerk
performs efficient and bidirectional power
transfer. Therefore, energy with a power of
up to 2000 W can be transferred between
households.

www.infineon.com

CAPACITORS
• HIGH ENERGY
DENSITIY
• EXTENDED SAFETY
• CUSTOM PRODUCTS
AVAILABLE
• EN45545-02 / -05
TRAFIM
• 95°C Hot Spot
• 1,8 to 6 kVdc
• 100 to 10.600uF
• Rapeseed Oil
• Stainless Steel
Case

FFLC
• 100.000 h at 70°C
• 0,8 to 1,4kVdc
• 1.750 to 25.500uF
• Segmented Film
• Dry Technology

bodospower.com

TDK Corporation
announced that
effective October 1, 2021, Josef Vissing (57)
has been named
President of TDK
Europe GmbH,
the company's
European sales
organization for
passive components. He thus
succeeds Ludger Trockel (57), who will take
over the role as Head of Sales & Marketing Group of TDK Corporation’s Electronic
Components Business Company in Japan,
Tokyo.

Automotive
• 115°C Hot Spot
• 0,3 to 1,4kVdc

• Low Inductance
Bodo´s Power Systems® ·

Josef Vissing Named President

• Segmented Film
• Custom Design
• AEC-Q200

info@muecap.de
www.muecap.de
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400 mA PWM / VFM Synchronous
Buck DC/DC Converter Module
with Integrated Inductor
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Ricoh's new Buck DC/DC Converter Module is a remarkable product
in a tiny package with a powerful 400mA Buck DC/DC converter and
built-in inductor. It provides convenience for the designer but also
guarantees high efficiency through synchronous rectification. The
high operating frequency of 6 MHz requires a significant small PCB
board space thanks to small sized and a low number of external
components. The automatic PWM / VFM switching ensures a stable
efficiency output over a wide output current range.
Unlike designing circuits with voltage regulators, a circuit with a DC/
DC converter is a more complicated task. The designer faces several important decisions that can affect the end result. However,
using a DC/DC converter module with built-in inductor makes designing so much easier, while optimizing performance through a
PCB design with a small footprint and short leads as well as the
synchronous rectification with built-in High and Low side MOSFETS.
The selection of a suitable inductor is a time-consuming job, it also
needs to remain available for production lifetime of the application as well. The RM590 solves this issue, moreover the embedded
inductor also results in a lower EMI emission and can be further
reduced by following good design and layout practices.
Several protection circuits are integrated: An Under Voltage LockOut circuit disables the DC/DC Converter in case the input voltage
falls below a minimum threshold. A soft-start circuit regulates the
output voltage to ramp-up smoothly, preventing any output over-

shoot and undershoot during the start-up period. The Lx current
limit circuit prevents the peak current through the inductor to exceed a specific maximum current threshold. Thermal protection
protects the module from overheating when the junction temperature exceeds 140°C.
Targeted applications for the RM590 are products with a high degree of miniaturization such as wearables and portable gadgets as
well as other consumer, industrial and IoT devices.
Optional features are selected by the product version, it has an auto-discharge function which rapidly discharges the output capacitor once the CE pin turns off the chip and one can select between a
fixed or adjustable output voltage version. The RM590 is available
in a QFN2220-8 package with dimensions of 2.2 x 2.0 x 1.5 mm,
evaluation boards are available now from our approved local distributors or online partners. It is scheduled to be added to our PLP
program for long term availability.

Datasheet:
https://www.n-redc.co.jp/en/pdf/datasheet/rm590-ea.pdf
YouTube: https://youtu.be/-QxjyAKplKI

www.n-redc.co.jp

UJ4C/SC Series
750V Gen 4 SiC FETs

How low can we go?
How about RDS(on) at 6mΩ
Our new 750V Gen 4 SiC FETs range
from 6mΩ to 60mΩ, deliver industry-best
Figures of Merit, and come in 13 different
RDS(on) and package combinations. Power
designers can now pick their target power
levels, then optimize their design for
efficiency, cost, and thermal performance.
It’s all about delivering performance
leadership and design flexibility.

unitedsic.com/gen4

Find your FET match
Use our FET-Jet Calculator™ to
try out these new FETs in 26
different power topologies.

DESIGN NOW info.unitedsic.com/fet-jet

UNITEDSIC.COM

APPLICATION NOTES

TECHNICAL BLOGS

WHITE PAPERS
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Flyback Switcher ICs with
Built-In USB PD Controller
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A fully integrated charger solution combines USB PD, PPS, PowiGaN and FluxLink
to maximize efficiency and slash component count in adapters and chargers

Power Integrations announced the InnoSwitch™3-PD family of ICs,
an integrated solution for USB Type-C, USB Power Delivery (PD),
and USB Programmable Power Supply (PPS) adapters. This compact InSOP™-24D-packaged IC includes a USB-C and PD controller,
a high-voltage PowiGaN™ switch, a multi-mode quasi-resonant flyback controller, secondary-side sensing, FluxLink™ isolated digital
feedback and a synchronous-rectification driver.
Aditya Kulkarni, senior product marketing engineer at Power Integrations said: “InnoSwitch3-PD ICs target designers seeking the
ultimate in charger power density. This requires the highest level
of integration and maximum efficiency to limit self-heating. Our latest addition to the InnoSwitch3 family dramatically simplifies the
development and manufacturing of compact, energy-efficient USB
PD power supplies for smartphones, tablets, notebooks, and other
devices that benefit from fast charging. InnoSwitch3-PD ICs reduce

the BOM count to half that of conventional designs, reducing design time and simplifying high-volume manufacture for slim, ultracompact OEM and aftermarket chargers.”
Featuring no-load power consumption as low as 14 mW, power
supply designs using InnoSwitch3-PD ICs meet all global energyefficiency regulations. The high efficiency of these devices ensures
low heat dissipation, eliminating the need for bulky heatsinks. Power Integrations’ FluxLink high-speed communications feedback link
ensures fast, accurate secondary-side regulation. InnoSwitch3-PD
ICs are also fully protected, with input voltage monitoring, accurate
brown-in/brown-out and overvoltage protection, and output overand under-voltage fault detection with independently configurable
fault responses.

www.power.com

FASTER,
COOLER & MORE
EFFICIENT
DC EV CHARGING

empowered by VINCOTECH’s Power Module Solutions

Higher power density and greater efficiency at a low price? Vincotech’s flowANPFC and
flow3xANPFC modules check all the boxes for companies seeking three-phase PFC
converters for the AC/DC stage. We also have the right answers for the DC/DC stage:
fastPACK SiC and flowDUAL SiC (H- and half-bridge line) feature the latest SiC MOSFET
technology from multiple sources.
All our power modules come in industry-standard compact, low-inductive packages
with press-fit pins. They now also feature the latest advance in die-attach technology.
With twice the power cycling capability, these modules are more reliable than ever.

Main benefits
/ Multi-sourced SiC-components for more freedom of choice and
less supply chain risk
/ Higher switching frequency, lower filtering effort/costs
/ Integrated DC capacitors mitigate voltage over-shoot
/ Superior thermal performance for increased lifetime, higher power
and improved reliability

Normalized power cycles

Average PC lifetimes for flow E SiC MOSFET-based power modules ( T=100K)
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0
Standard die-attach technology

Advanced die-attach technology

Check out also our presentation „Solving the Challenges of EV Charger Designs with
SiC Power Modules“ on SiC day at Bodo‘s Wide Bandgap online event Nov 30th!
www.bodoswbg.com

www.vincotech.com/EVcharging_solutions
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Win a dsPIC33CH Curiosity
Development Board
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Win a dsPIC33CH Curiosity Development Board (DM330028-2) from Bodo’s Power and
if you don’t win, receive a 20% off voucher, plus free shipping for one of these boards.

The dsPIC33CH Curiosity Development Board (DM330028-2) is intended as a cost-effective development and demonstration platform for the entire dsPIC33CH family of dual core high performance
digital signal controllers. Designed from the ground-up to take full
advantage of Microchip’s MPLAB® X IDE, the board includes an integrated programmer/debugger and requires no additional hardware, making it a perfect starting point to explore the dsPIC33CH
dual core family.

stepper motors. These DSCs enable the design of switched mode
power supplies such as AC/DC, DC/DC, UPS and PFC, providing
high-precision digital control of Buck, Boost, Fly-Back, Half-Bridge,
Full-Bridge, LLC and other power circuits to reach the highest possible energy efficiency. These devices are also ideal for many highperformance general-purpose and robust applications and have
many features that help simplify functional safety certifications
for ASIL-B and ASIL-C focused applications.

Microchip’s dsPIC33CH family of digital signal controllers (DSCs)
feature dual 90 & 100 MIPS 16-bit dsPIC® DSC cores with integrated
DSP and enhanced on-chip peripherals. These DSCs enable the design of high-performance, precision motor control systems that are
more energy efficient, quieter in operation and provide extended
motor life. They can be used to control BLDC, PMSM, ACIM, SR and

For your chance to win a dsPIC33CH Curiosity Development Board
or receive a 20% off voucher, including free shipping, visit https://
page.microchip.com/Bodo-dsPIC33.html and enter your details in
the online entry form.

www.microchip.com

Power Electronics
for Motor Drives

SEMIKRON offers the complete
industrial standard power module
portfolio that serves a power range
of 0.4kW to several megawatts.

SEMITOP® E1/E2
0.4kW - 30kW

MiniSKiiP®
0.4kW - 110kW

SEMiX® 6 Press-Fit
15kW - 75kW

SEMITRANS® 10
300kW - 1MW

SEMITRANS® 20
300kW - 1MW

Features
Optimised housings that support multiple
sourcing strategies
Latest Generation 7 IGBTs from various sources
Serving 200VAC / 400VAC / 690VAC applications

SEMiX® 3 Press-Fit
55kW - 350kW

Rectifier modules from the market leader
Plug-and-Play Drivers and high power IPMs
to reduce design effort
Excellent application support
www.semikron.com

SEMIPACK®
800V - 2200V

SKiiP® 3/4
100kW - 3MW
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The smarter E Europe 2021
A Brilliant Restart for the Innovation Platform
The new energy world is gaining momentum across Europe – its players recently met in Munich.
Success was already in the offing on the opening day: Long queues coveted admission to the energy
trade fairs that united at the Munich exhibition centre from 6 to 8 October 2021 as the innovation
platform "The smarter E Europe Restart 2021": 4 exhibitions accompanied by 2 conferences and 3
trade fair forums. They even clearly exceeded the organisers' expectations.
By Roland R. Ackermann, Correspondent Editor, Bodo´s Power Systems
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After three successful days, The smarter E Europe Restart 2021
drew an extremely positive balance. In the Corona-related compact
restart format, the innovation platform for the new energy world
was a complete success. With a total of over 450 exhibitors, 45,000
square metres of exhibition space and around 26,000 visitors from
93 countries, the event was held for the first time in over two years.
Logically, the organisers were more than satisfied: they had expected only about 15,000 visitors to the innovation platform of the
new energy world this year after the date was set at short notice.
With a share of over 50 percent of international visitors, expectations were clearly exceeded. In view of the Corona-related restrictions, the very high number of international visitors also caused
enthusiasm among the exhibitors. The smarter E Europe Restart
2021 proved to be an important element of the relaunch of the
fair and also an important signal for the industry, which expressly
welcomed it.
The strong reception was due not least to the very dynamic growth
and excellent long-term prospects of the participating sectors: photovoltaics, battery and energy storage markets, electromobility and
green hydrogen, as well as components, solutions and new business models for integrating renewables into the energy infrastructure. These areas expect an enormous upswing throughout Europe
in the next few years, even in conservative forecasts, and this has
already begun: In the five exhibition halls, the four energy trade

fairs presented everything to do with the efficient generation, storage, distribution and use of renewable energies:
•

Intersolar Europe Restart 2021, the international trade fair
for the solar industry

•

ees Europe Restart 2021, the European trade fair for Batteries
and Energy Storage Systems

•

Power2Drive Europe Restart 2021, the international trade fair
for charging infrastructure and electromobility

•

EM-Power Europe Restart 2021, international trade fair for
energy management and networked energy solutions

Solar energy –
pillar of the new energy world
The European solar market is booming. According to the industry
association SolarPower Europe, 18.2 GW of PV power were newly
installed in 2020. That is a growth of 11 percent compared to the
previous year. And the forecasts continue to point to growth. Also
in terms of jobs. For the energy transition to succeed, however, an
even stronger expansion of renewable energies is necessary. According to Carsten Körnig, Managing Director of the German Solar
Industry Association (BSW), a solar and storage turbo is needed
now to replace fossil power plant capacities in time and avoid a
looming electricity shortfall in the near future.

INCREASING POWER DENSITY FOR
MOTOR DRIVES WITH SILICON CARBIDE
SA310: 3-PHASE SILICON CARBIDE MODULE

• Utilizes Silicon Carbon MOSFETs for
•

•
•
•
•

superior performance
High continuous output current – 30 A
High supply voltage– 650 V maximum
Fast switching frequency – 400 kHz
Integrated with digitally controlled
gate drive
Under-voltage lock-out and active
Miller clamping

The amplifier protection features include under-voltage lockout
(UVLO) function and active Miller clamping to reduce switching
noise and improve reliability. Also included in the module are
Silicon Carbide Schottky Barrier free-wheeling diodes to protect
the body diode of each MOSFET. No external output protection
diodes are required. The SA310's integrated gate drivers provide
transformer isolation between the inputs and high-voltage
outputs.

TYPICAL APPLICATION
VCC
100 nF

100 nF
*Use 10 μF per Amp of
output current
3

VCC

INPUTS

5980 N Shannon Road
Tucson, Arizona 85741 USA
T: +1.520.690.8600
F: +1.520.888.3329

INU_HS
INU_LS
INV_HS
INV_LS
INW_HS
INW_LS
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SA310
PGND_U

MICROCONTROLLER

APEX MICROTECHNOLOGY INC.

14
15
12
13
10
11

6

+VS_U

9

• DC/AC Converters
• Power Inverters
• Test Equipment

DGND

• BLDC Motor Drivers
• Variable Frequency Drives

Recommended input
protection using 1N4148
diodes and 200 Ohm resistors

OUTPUTS

TARGET APPLICATIONS

VS

1

OUT_U
OUT_V
OUT_W
PGND_W

FEATURES

+VS_VW

Footprint 58.7mm x 41.4mm

PGND_V

COMPACT DUAL INLINE PACKAGE

The SA310 is a fully integrated three-phase driver designed
primarily to drive Brushless DC (BLDC) and Permanent Magnet
Synchronous (PMSM) motors or DC/AC converters. The module
uses Silicon Carbide MOSFET technology to improve efficiency
over other devices in its class. Three independent half-bridges
provide up to 80A peak output current under direct
microcontroller or DSC control. The SA310 is built on a thermally
conductive substrate that is electrically isolated to provide the
most versatility and ease in heatsinking.

4

8

2
5
7

Single Point Ground

DGND

PGND

SALES SUPPORT

Toll Free: +1.800.862.1032
eMail: custserv@apexanalog.com

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Toll Free: +1.800.546.2739
eMail: Apex.Support@apexanalog.com

>

© Apex Microtechnology, Inc. All rights reserved. Product information subject to change without notice.
The Apex Microtechnology logo is a trademark of Apex Microtechnology, Inc.
MARCH 2021

APEXANALOG.COM/PRODUCTS/SA310
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Storage systems and green hydrogen
as the core of the energy transition
The expansion of solar and wind energy is the first step towards
further decarbonisation of the energy industry. But efficient electricity storage systems are also crucial – and the storage market
is booming, as is battery production, whether for large-scale or
home storage: Investments and government subsidies in the billions, strongly growing sales and many new players are shaping
the market. The expert presentations and discussions at the ees
Europe Conference were also dedicated to this topic, as were the
ees AWARD winners Commeo GmbH, Enphase Energy NL and SAX
Power GmbH.
Another key element of the energy transition is currently coming
increasingly into focus. Green hydrogen is becoming an important
option for linking the electricity, heat and transport sectors more
closely via renewable energies. "The entire energy storage sector
has a great future ahead of it: green hydrogen optimally supports
the trends and targets of decarbonisation. As a link, hydrogen is irreplaceable for the use of renewable energies in all sectors – it also
combines ecological benefits with regional value creation," says
Ove Petersen, co-founder and CEO of the GP JOULE Group.
Green Hydrogen Manifesto
The "Green Hydrogen Manifesto", which was presented at the event,
now provides important impulses for the promotion of the energy
carrier. The initiators Hydrogen Europe, the German Hydrogen and
Fuel Cell Association DWV, the European Electrolyzer & Fuel Cell Forum EFCF and The smarter E Europe want to send a clear signal for
decarbonisation and a sustainable circular economy. "We are on
the verge of entering a hydrogen market economy: green hydrogen
not only holds enormous opportunities for European industry, but
as a total system integrator it is the core of the energy transition.
In order to achieve the climate targets, politics must now pave the
regulatory way for this energy carrier. Only in this way can all the
inspiration and creativity presented so impressively at the fair find
its way into the future renewable, secure and economical energy
supply," says Werner Diwald, Chairman of the Board of the German
Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association (DWV). Shortly after its publication, 54 companies and organisations already supported the Green
Hydrogen Manifesto with their signatures.

Electromobility combines
new energy and new mobility world
The role of electric mobility in the new energy world, the charging
infrastructure as an interface between mobility and the power grid,
and the prospects of the Vehicle2Grid concept as a game changer
of the new mobility world – these are some of the focal points of
Power2Drive Europe Restart 2021. At the trade fair and the accompanying forum, the movers and shakers of the energy transition
in the transport sector met: manufacturers, suppliers, dealers and
start-ups presented new developments and business models. The
integration of Power2Drive Europe into the innovation platform
of the new energy world shows precisely: in order for the mobility
and transport sector to realise its potential, electric vehicles and
the charging infrastructure must be considered as part of the entire energy system. Powerful e-mobile batteries can be used not
only as energy storage for the vehicle, but also as building blocks in
the energy grid. With electric vehicles, decentralised storage capacities become available for the energy transition. Vehicle2Grid (V2G),
Vehicle2Home and Vehicle2Work solutions are the basis for this.
Experience the energy transition
During the EM-Power Europe Restart and the accompanying forum,
visitors were able to experience the energy transition in a tangible
way. The award ceremony of the Energiewende Award 2021 for the
best energy suppliers in the DACH region was, as always, a highlight
– the winning projects are tangible and make the new energy world
tangible. The Energiewende Award shows that every company can
and must make its contribution to the energy transition, from local
municipal utilities to international energy groups. For example, Entega, Stadtwerke Karlsruhe, Stadtwerke Mühlheim am Main GmbH
and Stadtwerke Bernau GmbH were selected for the Energiewende
2021 category.
Another highlight were the daily sessions on climate neutrality and
how companies can achieve it. Because the business community
has also recognised the signs of the times: More and more companies are supplying their operations with electricity in a cost-effective
and environmentally friendly way and are operating their production processes in a climate-neutral way. The way to a climate-neutral company, sector coupling in buildings and neighbourhoods as
well as future topics around smart grids and grid infrastructure
were the focus topics of EM-Power Europe.
Four trade fairs, one mission
Start-ups were also in good hands at the innovation platform: The
response to the Start-up Area and Stage was very good - interested
young companies were able to make direct contact with investors
and other companies as part of the Business Speed Dating and
drive their business forward. Accelerating the transformation: Renewable energies around the clock seven days a week, achieving a
networked, clean and modern energy and mobility economy, addressing the opportunities and challenges of the entire industry
together, looking at the sectors not in isolation but synchronised,
pushing flexibility solutions and concepts - that is the vision of The
smarter E Europe.

bodospower.com
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Figure 2: Presentation of "The Green Hydrogen Manifesto". Olivier
Bucheli (President, European Electrolyzer and Fuel Cell Forum EFCF),
Werner Diwald (Chairman, German Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association
DWV), Jorgo Chatzimarkakis (CEO, Hydrogen Europe) and Markus Elsässer (Managing Director, Solar Promotion GmbH) (from left to right).

The smarter E Europe 2022, with its four individual trade fairs (Intersolar Europe, ees Europe, Power2Drive Europe and EM-Power
Europe) will once again be held at Messe München from 11 to 13
May 2022.

www.thesmartere.de

Low RDS(ON) 750V & 1200V

SiC MOSFET Bare Chips
Evolved.

Robust.

• Lowest RDS(ON) change with temperature

Cost-Performance Index

• Excellent short circuit withstand capability
and avalanche (UIL) ruggedness

Current
Rating

• Low output capacitance (Coss) and
miller capacitance (CGD)

Switching
Performance

• Low gate charge (QG) and internal gate
resistance (RG (INT))

• High and stable gate threshold voltage (VTH)

across all temperatures and drain-bias conditions

Short Circuit
Withstand Time

Avalanche (UIL)
Robustness

• Manufacturing uniformity of RDS(ON), VTH and
breakdown voltage (BV)

GeneSiC

• Safer supply chain with automotive-qualified

Vendor #2 (Leading Supplier)
Vendor #3 (Trench)

high volume manufacturing

TM

www.genesicsemi.com sales@genesicsemi.com
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4th Generation SiC MOSFETs and
Application-Level Support Tools
High performance devices supplemented with system solution support
In 2010, ROHM has introduced its first commercial SiC MOSFET into the power semiconductor
market. Within the decade that has passed since then a lot of development has occurred.
The SiC MOSFET is now firmly established as the most common SiC transistor in the voltage range
of 650 to 1700 V.
By C. Felgemacher, F. Filsecker, V. Thayumanasamy, C. Fuentes,
M. Murata, M. Terada, S. Kitagawa, A. Mashaly, ROHM Semiconductor
In 2015, ROHM introduced the first commercial SiC Trench MOSFETs and is now ready to launch its newest generation into the market. In this article, the performance benefits of this new generation
will be shown and various support tools will be introduced. These
tools are intended to support power electronic converter designers
in their mission to build the most efficient, robust and cost-effective
power converters with ROHM SiC MOSFETs.
Key Advantages of ROHM’s 4th Generation SiC MOSFETs
One key parameter in the development of the 4th Generation SiC
MOSFET was the further reduction of area-specific on-state resistance. As can be seen from Figure 1, that shows a comparison of
the on-resistance for two ROHM SiC MOSFETs with equal chip size
from the 3rd and 4th generation, this goal has been achieved. Furthermore, it can be seen from the RDS(on) vs. VGS plot that the 4th
generation SiC MOSFET has a much flatter gradient between a gate
voltage of +15V and +18V. Thus, operation at +15V as well as +18V
is possible with only a small difference in RDS(on).

For the 4th generation the ratio of device capacitances was optimized to minimize unwanted effects. Most notably, the ratio of
the capacitance between gate and drain (CGD) and the capacitance
between gate and source (CGS) is now much larger. Consequently,
the high-speed voltage transient (dVDS/dt) applied on a SiC MOSFET
by another very fast switching SiC MOSFET in, for example, a halfbridge, has minimal impact on the gate source voltage VGS. This reduces the likelihood of accidental parasitic turn-on of a SiC MOSFET
by positive VGS spikes and mitigates the occurrence of negative VGS
spikes that could harm the SiC MOSFET.

Bodo´s Power Systems® ·
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Figure 2: Switching loss comparison of 1200V SiC MOSFETs in TO-247-4L
(3rd vs 4th gen.)
Overall, with the upcoming 4th generation of SiC MOSFETs, ROHM
will introduce devices with both improved performance and improved ease of use for the customer. The devices will be released
both as bare die devices for use in power modules as well as in
discrete packages, such as TO-247, TO-247-4L and TO-263-7L, for
the voltage classes of 750V and 1200V.

Figure 1: On-state behaviour of 1200V 3rd and 4th gen. devices (same
chip area) compared.
In addition to the improvements in RDS(on) and, hence, a reduction in conduction loss for devices with the same chip area, the
4th generation also offers an improved switching performance.
To illustrate this improvement, the total switching energy values
for two 1200V SiC MOSFETs in the same TO-247-4L package with
comparable RDS(on) at 25°C are shown in Figure 2. At the selected
gate drive configurations, di/dt at turn-on as well as at turn-off was
comparable for both components. The results show that the 4th
generation offers a switching loss reduction of up to 45%.

Support Tools Offered by ROHM
ROHM is also providing a portfolio of tools to support design engineers in their mission to build the most efficient, robust, and costeffective power converters. These range from several simulation
tools to device-centred as well as topology-focused evaluation kits
(EVKs) and publications containing technical information.
Tools to Support Simulation Activities
As in many other areas of engineering the design efficiency in developing power electronic systems can be greatly improved using
simulations. ROHM offers various tools, which can be used in different stages of development. The offered simulation ecosystem
consisting of simulation models and the ROHM Solution Simulator
is summarized in Figure 3.
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To support detailed transient simulations, ROHM offers device
SPICE models that can be used to investigate switching waveforms
or to study the effect of parasitic elements around the power devices. Such models are available for power devices as well as IC
products, enabling the simulation of interactions between components, such as gate drivers and power semiconductors. In addition,
simulation circuits of the basic circuit topology for SiMetrix can be
downloaded from the ROHM website. Also, an expanded line-up of
PLECS models is available.
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half-bridge evaluation board is under development (see Figure 4).
The performance of the SiC MOSFET along with optimal gate driving conditions can be analysed using this evaluation board. The isolated gate driver IC BM61M41RFV-C – a single channel driver with
3.75 kVrms isolation and integrated active Miller clamping function
– is used in this board. Other necessities, such as a compact isolated power supply generation circuit for gate drivers and an LDO
for the 5V supply of the gate drivers, are available on the board.
Turn-on positive rail voltages of 15V/18V and turn-off voltages of
0V/-2V/-4V are easily configurable.
The dimension of the board is 120mm x 100mm. With the devices
in a half-bridge configuration, several power electronics applications can be studied. Individual analysis of SiC MOSFETs in a form of
double pulse tests as well as simple continuous operation tests in
topologies such as synchronous buck/boost, asynchronous buck/
boost and inverter mode can be performed at low current/power.
To operate continuously at higher power the user can add a heatsink to the bottom of the PCB.

Figure 3: ROHM simulation ecosystem
ROHM offers the ROHM Solution Simulator, a simulation environment that can be run on the ROHM website [1]. The ROHM Solution
Simulator provides simulation circuits for power electronics using
ROHM’s products, allowing users to perform simulations simply by
setting some operating conditions. Simulation circuits that include
power devices such as SiC MOSFETs and power supply ICs such as
switching regulators are available.
In addition, ROHM's reference designs and power stage circuit
simulations of EVK's are provided in the ROHM Solution Simulator.
A power stage board consists of power devices, gate drive circuits,
and protection circuits. The simulation circuit is designed to reproduce the switching waveforms on the actual board. The circuit operation and waveforms are affected by the parasitic inductance determined by the gate drive circuit and physical factors of the board
design. To improve the accuracy of the simulated waveforms, electromagnetic field analysis of the board was performed to extract
the parasitic inductances of the patterns and reflect them in the
simulation circuit.

ROHM’s 4th generation SiC MOSFETs (1200V, ca. 70mΩ) have been
tested using this EVK. Figure 5 shows the turn on and turn off
waveforms of the low-side device at a dc-link voltage of 800V, a
load current of 26A, gate turn-on voltage of 18V and turn-off at 0V.
The evaluation board offers the possibility to measure device currents either with a Rogowski coil or with a coaxial shunt. In this
measurement example a Rogowski coil has been used to measure
the device current and a high voltage probe to measure the device
voltage.
The half-bridge evaluation board shown here provides a platform
to analyze the behaviour of devices, such as 4th generation SiC
MOSFETs, at different operating conditions and gate driving conditions. Other essential parts of the board, such as isolated supply generation circuit, can serve as a reference for the designers to
implement similar circuits in their designs. The evaluation board
HB-EVK thus is a support tool for customer to realize an efficient
and robust application design.

Figure 5: Switching waveforms measured on HB-EVK
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Totem Pole PFC EVK
As an example of a more topology-focused support tool, an EVK for
a Totem Pole PFC is shown here. This board integrates not only the
power devices (4th generation SiC MOSFETs and Si SJ MOSFETs) and

Figure 4: Half-bridge evaluation board for TO-263-7L components
Evaluation Kits (EVKs) for Power Devices
Half Bridge Evaluation Board (HB-EVK)
For customers to be able to evaluate ROHM’s 4th generation SiC
MOSFETs in SMD package (TO-263-7L), a simple and user-friendly

Figure 6: Totem Pole PFC EVK
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Advert

gate driver ICs, but also all sensing, control and additional circuitry
required in a typical industrial power supply based on the Totem
Pole topology. Figure 6 shows a picture of the EVK with outer dimensions of ca. 210 by 90 by 55mm and a power rating of approximately 3 kW at an input voltage of 230 V AC.
This board can be used to investigate the implemented topology in
detail and to perform application specific benchmarking for example to check the impact of selecting different power semiconductors on the efficiency achievable in this circuit. As an example, the
efficiency measured using 750 V SiC MOSFETs with ca. 50mOhm
and Si SJ MOSFETs with ca. 38 mOhm at a switching frequency of
the SiC MOSFETs of 100 kHz is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Efficiency of Totem Pole PFC (fSW: 100 kHz, Vin: 230/110V, Vout:
400V)
Support Material and Technical Support Teams
Aside from evaluation boards and simulation tools a continuously growing set of application notes and further documentation is
available to support design activities around ROHM power devices.
Many of these give practical advice, e.g. for performing measurements in power circuits with very fast switching devices, such as
ROHM SiC MOSFETs. For an overview of other support materials
please refer to [2]. Finally, teams of experienced FAEs and AEs with
lab resources in Europe as well as in Japan are happy to provide
customers the application-level support they expect.
Conclusion
This article revolved around various technical benefits of ROHM’s
upcoming 4th generation of SiC MOSFETs for 750V and 1200V. In
addition, a selection of ROHM tools for design engineers were highlighted. These include
• simulation models suitable for SPICE based simulations or simulations in tools such as PLECS, as well as the ROHM System Solution Simulator,

Reliable One-stop
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for Wide Band Gap
Power Devices
Substrate &
Epitaxial Wafer

Processes &
Wafer Fabrication

Packaging &
Testing

With the combination of high-performance components and a wide
set of support tools ROHM aims to support designers in creating
feasible and energy-efficient solutions for tomorrow’s power electronic systems.
[1] www.rohm.com/solution-simulator
[2] https://www.rohm.com/power-device-support

www.rohm.com
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• technical information available through application notes and
expert support.
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• upcoming EVKs both to evaluate devices in a simple, but highly
relevant, half-bridge type circuit and an application-level circuit
of a Totem Pole PFC
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Pulsed Inductance Measurement
on Magnetic Components from
0.1A to 10kA
For inductance measurement on inductive power components, the innovative pulse measurement
method of the Power Choke Tester DPG10/20 series, which is based on high-performance IGBT power
stages, has established itself. This three-part series of articles explains the different measurement
methods and shows the many advantages inherent in the principle compared to the traditional
measuring methods and the recently propagated pulse measuring method with thyristors.
By Hubert Kreis, Chief Executive Officer, ed-k, Germany
In the first part, the pulse measurement method of the Power
Choke Tester DPG10/20 series is explained in detail.
Introduction
In 2002, ed-k was the first manufacturer to develop and produce a
commercial inductance meter based on the pulse measuring principle with turn-off power transistors (IGBT). Since then, ed-k has
been the technical leader in this field.

The pulse energy comes from a capacitor bank. If its energy content is significantly higher than the energy stored in the inductor
under test at the desired maximum measuring current, the voltage
of the measuring pulse is roughly constant. Due to the operating
principle, there is no upper limit for the capacitance of the capacitor bank, regardless of the type of test specimen, which is one of

In the meantime, ed-k's Power Choke Tester DPG10/20 series has
established itself worldwide as the quasi-standard for the development, production and quality control of inductive power components.
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Figure 1: Power Choke Tester DPG10/20 series
Principle of pulse measurement of the Power Choke Tester
DPG10/20 series
With this measuring principle, a square-wave voltage pulse is applied to the test specimen, as in most real power electronics applications. A current curve is then established in the test specimen,
whose slew rate di/dt is dependent on the current-dependent inductance L(i). When the preset maximum current or a preset pulse
duration is reached, the measuring pulse is turned off. Fast IGBT
switches are used for this purpose.

the reasons for the extremely wide range of applications for almost
all inductive power components.
1
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Figure 3: Current and voltage curve of the measuring pulse
CH1: Current 100A/div
CH3: Voltage 50V/div

Figure 2: Simplified circuit diagram

From the curve of the current i(t) and the voltage u(t) at the inductor, a complete inductance curve L(i) for the inductor can be
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calculated with a single measuring pulse, including both the incremental inductance Linc(i) and the secant inductance Lsec(i). The secant inductance Lsec(i) is often also referred to as the amplitude
inductance Lamp(i).
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The x-axis of the inductance curves can alternatively also be scaled
with the voltage-time integral ∫Udt, which can sometimes be helpful, e.g. for determining the lower frequency limit of trigger transformers.

Figure 6: Diagram Linc(∫Udt) of the measurement in figure 4
Figure 4: Diagram of the incremental inductance Linc(i) and the secant
inductance Lsec(i)

However, other important parameters can also be determined
from the data of the measuring pulse.
• Flux linkage ψ(i)
• Magnetic flux density B(i), if core geometry and number of windings are known
• Magnetic co-energy WCO(i)
Advantages of the pulse measurement method with IGBT
The pulse measurement method with fast IGBT switches has an
enormously wide range of applications. It is suitable for almost all
types of inductive power components from small SMD inductors to
power chokes in the MVA range weighing several tonnes.

Figure 5: Definition of the incremental inductance Linc(i) and the secant
inductance Lsec(i)

• Very wide current range, currently available from < 0.1 A to
10000 A
• Pulse energy currently available from µJ to 15 kJ
• Small, lightweight and affordable pricepoint despite the very
high measurement currents
• Very simple measurement, measurement results within seconds
• No thermal influence on the inductor
• Also suitable for 3-phase chokes

XGL5020 Series

Ultra-low Loss Power Inductors
• The industry’s lowest DCR and ultra-low
AC losses across a wide frequency range
• Wide inductance range of 0.16 µH to 8.2 µH
• Isat ratings up to 27 Amps with soft saturation

Full Specs & Free Samples @ coilcraft.com /XGL
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Correct choice of measuring voltage and pulse width
The correct choice of measurement parameters (maximum current, measuring voltage and pulse width) is important in pulse
measurement method. The reason for this is the frequency dependence of the core materials.
The most realistic measurement results are only obtained if the inductance measurement is carried out with the same voltage, the
same waveform and the same frequency or pulse width as in the
real application. This is possible using the pulse measuring method
of the Power Choke Tester DPG series with IGBTs which can be
switched off (thyristors can’t be switched off). A square-wave measuring voltage is used as in most power electronics applications.

Figure 7: Flux linkage ψ(i)
The maximum current ∆i, measuring voltage Um, pulse width ∆t
(frequency) and inductance Ldiff are related as follows, neglecting
parasitic effects (e.g. Ohmic resistance) and core saturation.
∆t = Ldiff * ∆i / Vm
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With a given maximum current ∆i, the pulse width can therefore
be set via the measuring voltage Vm. Conversely, if the pulse width
∆t is preset, the maximum current ∆i can be set via the measuring
voltage Vm.

Figure 8: Comparison of the test results at different measuring voltages
Test specimen: Reactor with laminated core 3 UI 48
Measuring current: 10A
Curve 1: Measuring voltage 31V, pulse width 5000µs
Curve 2: Measuring voltage 270V, pulse width 500µs
Curve 3: Measuring voltage 400V, pulse width 330µs
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The measuring voltage should therefore always be selected roughly as high as the voltage at the inductor in the real application. If
the measuring voltage is chosen too large (i.e. the pulse width too
small) or too small (i.e. the pulse width too large), the measurement
result may deviate more or less, depending on the core material.
The difference may possibly be small even if the measuring voltage
is doubled, e.g. with ferrite cores. With other core materials, however, the difference can be quite significant, as shown in figure 8.
An automatic selection of the measurement parameters, as sometimes offered by competitors, is therefore absolutely nonsensical!
No algorithm in the world can determine the voltage across the
inductor in the real application. This feature only serves to conceal
the meter's weaknesses such as insufficient sampling rate and
memory depth by setting the measuring voltage in such a way that
these limitations are hidden.
Sampling rate and pulse width range
The requirement that the measuring pulse should have the same
pulse width as in the real application necessitates a very high sampling rate and a very wide pulse width range. This can be illustrated
by 2 examples.
Example 1: A storage choke with a ferrite core for a switch mode
power supply with a switching frequency of 200 kHz. This necessitates a pulse width of a few µs. Assuming a pulse width of 3 µs and
requiring at least 150 sampling points for the inductance curve, this
results in a sampling rate of at least 50 MS/s.
Example 2: A choke for railway applications is operated with a frequency of 16 2/3 Hz. The pulse width should therefore be about
30 ms (full-wave 60 ms, a half-wave 30 ms).
A high sampling rate and large pulse widths, however, lead to another problem. Either a disproportionately large memory depth is
needed or a memory overflow occurs.
The Power Choke Tester DPG10/20 series therefore uses a specially
developed A/D converter that has a special feature. The high sampling rate of 2 x 50 MS/s can be automatically reduced for long pulses so that the maximum possible pulse width is almost unlimited.
The pulse width can be set to between 3 µs and 70 ms, and could
even be increased to several seconds if required. The Power Choke
Tester DPG10/20 series is thus suitable for all core materials from
several 100 kHz down to < 5 Hz.
Foresight
The second part of this series of articles describes the other methods for measuring inductance. These include small-signal measurement with sinusoidal voltages and currents with or without DC bias
(LCR meter) and conventional measurement with mains voltage
and mains current. The pulse measurement principle with SCR
(which can’t be turned off ) propagated of late is also explained.
It will show what considerable principle-related disadvantages all
three measuring methods have compared to the pulse measuring
method of the Power Choke Tester DPG10/20 series.

About the author
Dipl.-Ing. Hubert Kreis is the owner of ed-k. He studied electrical engineering at the Technical University of Stuttgart and since
1994 has worked for various companies in the development of
switch mode power supplies, electrical drive systems for heavy
vehicles and power electronics for aviation equipment.
In 2002 he founded ed-k that specialises in inductance meters
using the pulse measuring method with extremely compact
IGBT high-power output stages, and has helped this measuring
principle to achieve a breakthrough worldwide.

www.ed-k.de

POWER CHOKE TESTER
DPG10/20 SERIES

Inductance measurement from 0.1 A to 10 kA
KEY FEATURES

KEY BENEFITS

Measurement of the
• Incremental inductance Linc(i) and Linc(∫Udt)
• Secant inductance Lsec(i) and Lsec(∫Udt)
• Flux linkage ψ(i)
• Magnetic co-energy Wco(i)
• Flux density B(i)
• DC resistance
Also suitable for 3-phase inductors

• Very easy and fast measurement
• Lightweight, small and aﬀordable price-point
despite of the high measuring current up to 10000A
• High sample rate and very wide pulse width range
=> suitable for all core materials

WIDE RANGE OF MODELS
7 models available with maximum test
current from 100A to 10000A and maximum
pulse energy from 1350J to 15000J

APPLICATIONS
Suitable for all inductive components from small
SMD inductors to very large power reactors in
the MVA range
• Development, research and quality inspection
• Routine tests of small batch series and mass
production

Technological leader in pulsed inductance measurement for 18 years

www.ed-k.de
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7th Generation Si IGBT Modules
for High-Frequency Operation
Several power conversion applications require operation at high switching frequencies
(above 20kHz). This includes applications where optimizing the size of passive components such as
filter inductances play an important role. For certain applications, reducing audible noise generated
due to the carrier frequency is an important design consideration.
By Daniel He and Narender Lakshmanan, Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V., Germany
Toshinari Hirai, Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Japan
To fulfill the requirements of high switching frequency operation,
Mitsubishi Electric has developed the 7th generation TH-Series
IGBT modules by optimizing certain characteristics of the latest 7th
generation T-Series modules [1],[2]. The 7th generation IGBT chip
technology is based on the advanced CSTBT™ Si-IGBT technology.
An optimization in the switching loss performance of the module
enables high switching frequency operation above 20 kHz maximizing the system’s efficiency.

Electric’s existing T-Series is positioned in favor of low conduction
losses [1],[2]. As the TH-Series targets high switching frequency
applications, the switching losses will dominate the overall losses
in these applications. Therefore, the TH-Series’ trade-off point of
the IGBT chip is tuned towards low switching losses. Hence, overall power losses are reduced for high switching-frequency applications.

Figure 3: TH-Series Line-Up

Figure 1: 7th generation trade-off curve for 600 A / 1200 V modules
(T-Series: CM600DY-24T and TH-Series: CM600DU-24TH)
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Electrical Performance:
The TH-Series IGBT modules are optimized for high switching frequency operations between ƒc = 20 kHz – 60 kHz due to an optimized chip trade-off characteristic. Figure 1 shows the trade-off
curve for Mitsubishi Electric’s 7th generation IGBT chips. Mitsubishi

Figure 2: Referential Data: Dynamic Waveform Comparison

In general, shifting the trade-off point for a given IGBT chip technology will have an impact on the ratio of the DC-losses versus the
switching losses during operation. Based on the considered operation point, either DC-losses or switching losses may dominate the
overall power losses of the IGBT chip. Since the trade-off point of
the TH-Series is selected different from the T-Series, the overall loss
performance for different switching frequencies will have a threshold point in which the TH-Series will outperform the loss performance of the T-Series as the switching frequency increases and the
switching losses become dominant in the system.
The switching loss reduction in the THSeries has been achieved by reducing the
IGBT turn-off losses and the IGBT turn-on
losses. Figure 2 shows the dynamic switching waveforms of a T-Series module and
the corresponding TH-Series module in
the same voltage and current rating of
1200 V / 600 A. The power losses generated during turn-off can be reduced by optimizing the IGBT tail current. Therefore, the
TH-Series’ tail current during the turn-off
event has been lowered thereby decreasing the turn-off losses. The turn-on losses
in the TH-Series are decreased by a lower
chip capacitance and internal gate resistance compared to the T-Series. As shown
in the switching waveforms in Figure 2, this
allows decreasing turn-on loss by higher
di/dt during the switching event. In con-
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clusion, the total power loss of the TH-Series will show a superior
performance at higher switching frequencies compared to existing
IGBT-modules such as the T-Series due to its particular optimization for such operating conditions.
7th Generation High-Speed TH-Series IGBT modules:
The TH-Series is available as a 2in1 module (half-bridge module)
in a line-up with a rated current of 200 A up to 600 A. The THSeries line-up is shown in Figure 3. The outline for the 200 A and
400 A module is mechanically compatible with the T-Series std type
module and is available in a 48 mm x 94 mm and 62 mm x 108 mm
package which is an established standardized module housing in
the market. For the current rating of 400 A and 600 A the TH-Series
is also available in a 80 mm x110 mm package. The TH-Series’ packaging structure is based on a AlN (Aluminum Nitride) insulator with
a copper baseplate.
Application Example- Analysis of Overall System Performance:
The TH-Series has been developed and optimized for applications
with high switching frequency operation between 20 kHz - 60 kHz
which require high power density and high overall efficiency. Typical applications for the TH-Series include UPS, active filters for power factor correction, welding, medical as well as EV charger applications in which high switching frequencies are necessary to fulfill the
application requirements.
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Figure 4: Power Loss Comparison for 1200V/600A modules [3][4]
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In order to show the benefits of using the TH-Series IGBT modules,
a simulated power loss comparison is presented using the Mitsubishi Electric’s 7th gen. T-Series std-type module and the high speed
7th gen. TH-Series module based on the 1200V/600A rated modules. The simulation results are summarized in Figure 4.
The bar chart shows the power loss components of the modules
for an exemplary operation point at a high switching frequency of
ƒc= 25 kHz. The electrical characteristics of the TH-Series’ chips enable a superior loss performance for the given operating point due
to the optimization in the switching loss characteristics. As a result,
the overall losses and also thermal performance of the TH-Series
module has a superior performance at 25 kHz compared to the TSeries for this operating point.
Figure 5 indicates the total power loss of the module over an increasing switching frequency ƒc. The higher the switching frequency, the more superior the performance of the TH-Series will
become compared to the T-Series as the switching losses become
the dominating component in the system. Therefore, the TH-Series
is perfectly suited for high switching-frequency applications due to
the optimization in the loss performance.
Summary:
The 7th gen high speed TH-Series IGBT modules have been developed for high switching-frequency applications above 20 kHz up to 60 kHz by optimizing
the electrical loss characteristics. As illustrated
by power loss and thermal simulation, the superior switching loss performance of the THSeries IGBT modules enable operations at high
switching frequencies and help to achieve the
required efficiency in the system. In general, a
reduction in the size of passive components
such as filter chokes lead to an additional
improvement in the power losses of the filter part. As a result, power density can be increased and audible noise is avoided. The THSeries is now available in 1200 V line-up. Thus,
the TH-Series offers an IGBT module solution
optimized for excellent performance in high
switching frequency applications.
References:
[1] Highest Power density by 7th Gen. IGBT
Std-Type Module with New TMS-Technology,
Thomas Radke and Satoshi Miyahara, Bodo’s
Power Systems October 2015
[2] More Power and Higher Reliability by 7th
Gen. IGBT Module with New SLC-Technology,
Thomas Radke and Koichi Masuda, Bodo’s
Power Systems August 2015
[3] Datasheet-CM600DU-24TH, Publication
Date: December 2020
[4] Datasheet-CM600DY-24T, Publication Date:
December 2020

Figure 5: Power Loss vs. Switching Frequency Comparison [3][4]
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The Short-Circuit Current
Limiter for GaN FETs:
Delivering Higher Short-Circuit
Capability Without
Compromising Performance
Short-circuit capability of power switches is a critical feature for all power systems, particularly
those more susceptible to experiencing short circuit events such as motor drives. These events caused
by overload, shoot- through, current surge and/or external fault conditions (Figure 1) [1] require
swift fault detection and safe turn off of power devices to prevent catastrophic failure.
By Davide Bisi, Member of Technical Staff, Office of the CTO, Transphorm
An adequate fault detection response time is approximately 2 µs
[2], a time that dictates the desired Short-Circuit Withstanding
Time (SCWT) rating of a power switch (i.e., the minimum time during which a device can withstand a short-circuit event, with both
high voltage and high current applied between source and drain
terminals.)

The Solution: Short-Circuit Current Limiter
Using a patented technology [6] [7] called the Short-Circuit Current Limiter (SCCL) (Figure 2), power dissipated during short-circuit
events can be controlled—kept to a lower level—by reducing the
short-circuit current flowing from drain to source with minimal
degradation of the on-state resistance. In the two-chip normally-off
GaN platform, lower short-circuit current and higher SCWT can be
achieved by controlling either the saturation-current (Id,sat) of the
Si-FET or the saturation-current of the GaN-HEMT.
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Figure 1: Power devices employed in a 3-phase motor drive scheme,
showing two short-circuit scenarios: (a) shoot-through between highside and low-side and (b) short-circuit across the inductive load.
To support continued adoption of high voltage GaN FETs, it’s important to ensure a high SCWT. Though, given their inherent attributes, this can be difficult. GaN FETs, along with other wide bandgap devices, deliver much higher power density in smaller areas
than conventional silicon devices. Consequently, when subjected
to short-circuit conditions (simultaneous high voltage and high current surges and extreme instantaneous power dissipation), GaN
devices may experience a steeper rise in temperature resulting in
shorter SCWT than silicon-based counterparts.
Adequate Protection, Reduced Performance…
Adequate Performance, Reduced Protection
The ability to achieve a SCWT ≥ 3 µs at 400 V with a 600 V GaN device
has been demonstrated in research [3]. However, performance suffers as the reported normalized Ron of the device is greater than 20
Ω·mm (> 9 mΩ·cm2), rather high for market adoption.
Commercially available 600 V GaN devices haven’t fared much better. When tested at 400 V, the SCWT of commercial devices with
competitive specific Ron has been limited to < 0.5 µs [4] [5]. Increasing SCWT of GaN devices while maintaining a competitively low specific on-state resistance is therefore crucial to achieve short-circuit
capability without performance compromise.

Figure 2: The patented Short-Circuit Current Limiter (SCCL) acts to reduce
the drain-source saturation-current (I
)
to increase the SCWT of the device while preserving low on-state resistance.
For the purposes of analysis, the latter was performed: increasing
SCWT by reducing the Id,sat of the GaN-HEMT.
The SCCL was implemented on Transphorm’s core technology by
removing segments of the 2DEG channel along the width of the
GaN-HEMT by using a proprietary process. The top-view of a standard GaN-HEMT and a GaN-HEMT with SCCL are shown in Figures
3a and Fig. 3b, respectively. Longitudinal cross-sections of the SCCL
device are shown in Figure 3c and Figure 3d. The section AA’ is taken along current aperture path, where the 2DEG is uninterrupted
from source to drain and electrons can flow in the on-state. In the
aperture, the 2DEG properties (charge density and mobility) and
the pinch-off voltage of the field-plate structure are the same as
the standard device.

Reference kit for 22 kW industrial
voltage inverters – all in one system
The REF-22K-GPD-INV-Easy3B is a general purpose drive reference kit developed for applications like pumps,
fans, or compressors. It has the look and feel of a typical drive, including an EMI filter, pre-charger and capacitor bank,
isolated power supply, power module, control, and a heat sink with fans.
It can be operated directly on a three-phase grid, enabling fast evaluation of Infineon’s newest technologies
like IGBT7, gate driver, current sensor, and control in one system.

1.7 kV CoolSiC™ MOSFET
IMBF170R1K0M1
Current sensor XENSIV™
TLI4971-A120T5

Microcontroller
XMC4800 and XMC4300

Gate driver EiceDRIVER™
1ED3240MC12H
EasyPIM™ IGBT module
FP100R12W3T7_B11*
*Module located under the PCB

https://www.infineon.com/gpddrive
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The section BB’ is taken along current-blocking path, showing the
lack of 2DEG under a limited portion of the field-plate structure.
The proper design of the current-blocking segmentation (length,
width and periodicity of the current block areas) ensures a good
control of the saturation current while maintaining a competitively
low on-resistance. Limited increase in Ron is possible because the
Ron is mostly determined by the GaN-HEMT drain-access region
(the equivalent of the “drift region” in a conventional power device),
which is not affected by the SCCL blocking area. In fact, to control
Id,sat, it is sufficient to deploy the current block only in a small length
along the entire source-drain spacing.

November 2021

isolation, as no increase in 650 V off-state leakage current has been
observed with respect to the standard device (Figure 5b).

Figure 5: (a) Virgin static Ron acquired at room temperature with an
on-state Id = 6 A. The SCCL device has a relatively small Ron penalty of
+0.35x, as the current block is deployed only in a short section of the
entire drain-source length. (b) Off-state drain leakage current acquired
at Vds = 650 V at room temperature. No increase in off-state leakage
indicates that the SCCL technology does not degrade the quality of the
field-plate dielectric isolation.

Figure 3: Top-view of two-chip normally-off GaN switch (a) without and
(b) with the patented Short-Circuit Current Limiter (SCCL). The SCCL is
implemented by removing segments of the 2DEG channel along the
width of the GaN HEMT. Longitudinal cross-sections taken along paths
featuring (c) the current aperture, and (d) the current block. Drawings
are not to scale.
Experimental Results
A standard GaN device [8] was compared to a GaN device with
SCCL. Both devices have the same chip-area, have the same 650 V
rating, and have been packaged in 8x8 mm PQFN.
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Figure 4 shows the room-temperature output characteristics: when
the gate is fully on (Vgs = +12 V), the standard device has an average
static Ron of 53 mΩ and a saturation current (Id,sat) that exceeds 120
A, whereas the device with the SCCL has an average static Ron of 71
mΩ and a significantly lower Id,sat of 42 A. With the SCCL technology, we are able to achieve a 3x reduction in Id,sat with only a 0.35x
increase in static on-resistance (Figure 5a).

Figure 6: Schematic of the short-circuit test-board.
The board emulates a hard- switching fault, where the DUT is turned
on directly onto a fault and experience the entire DC-bus voltage
(400V) across its terminals.
To evaluate the SCWT improvement, devices were tested and compared with and without SCCL during short-circuit events under a
worst-case scenario referred to as “hard-switch fault,” where the
DUT is turned on directly onto a fault and must withstand the full
bus voltage for the entire duration of the short-circuit pulse. The
short-circuit test-board is depicted in Figure 6. During the test,
short-circuit events are emulated by fully turning on the gate for 3
µs. The DC-bus is increased step-by-step from 50 V to 400 V with 50
V increments. At each step, one short-circuit pulse was applied and
the associated short-circuit waveforms were recorded. The tests
reported in this work have been carried out at room temperature.
Results are shown in Figure 7. The standard device shows a shortcircuit current of 180 A and fails after 3 µs at a DC-bus voltage of
only 100 V, whereas the SCCL device has a much lower short-circuit
current (50 A) and survives a 3-µs pulse at a voltage of 400 V. This
remarkable increase in short-circuit robustness (of more than 4x)
demonstrates the proof-of-concept and the successful implementation of the SCCL design.

Figure 4: Room-temperature output curves of (a) standard 650-V GaN
device and (b) 650-V GaN device with SCCL. When the gate is fully on
(Vgs = +12 V), the standard device has a saturation current (Id,sat) that
exceeds 120 A, whereas the device with the SCCL has a significantly
lower Id,sat of 42 A. A 3x reduction in Id,sat is achieved. with only a
0.35x increase in on-resistance.
It’s worth noticing that, although the SCCL device has significantly
lower Id,sat than the standard device, the SCCL Id,sat is still more
than 2x higher than the maximum rated DC-current (20 A at room
temperature). This is important to ensure not only good on-state
operations, but also fast switching and fast discharge of the output capacitance (Coss) during turn-on transients. Finally, the SCCL
technology does not degrade the quality of the field-plate dielectric

Figure 7: 3-µs short-circuit pulses acquired at room-temperature on (a)
a standard GaN device and (b) a GaN device with SCCL. The standard
device shows a short-circuit current of 180 A and fails at a DC-bus voltage of 100 V, whereas the SCCL has a much lower short-circuit current
(50 A) and survives a 3-µs pulse at 400 V.
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To ensure that SCCL devices can operate in actual real-world
switching applications with high performance and high reliability,
DC and short-circuit tests as well as dynamic Ron tests, inductive
switching tests and High-Temperature Reverse Bias (HTRB) stress
tests were carried out.
Dynamic Ron tests carried out with a DC-bus of 480 V and an onstate pulse-width of 2 µs show that the relative increase between
dynamic and static Ron is approximately +18%. This is similar to the
relative increase between dynamic and static Ron in standard devices and indicates that the SCCL blocking region does not exacerbate
charge-trapping.
The inductive switching test carried out with a DC-bus of 400 V and
a load current of 15 A (Figure 8) shows that, during both turn-on
and turn-off, the pair of SCCL devices have similar dv/dt than the
standard devices (≥35 V/ns with Rg = 50 Ω, Figure 9), indicating that
the low Id,sat of the SCCL does not hamper the charging and discharging of the output capacitance (Coss).

Figure 10: Ron and drain leakage measured before and after 1000-h
HTRB test carried out at 150°C and 520 V on SCCL GaN devices (80
parts). After both 250 and 1000 hours, we observed no fuse failure, no
leakage increase, and a relatively small parametric Ron degradation
(~5%). The small parametric Ron degradation is similar to what observed in standard devices, therefore indicating that the SCCL blocking
region does not introduce any additional degradation and/or failure
mechanisms.
a limited increase in on-resistance. The SCCL reduces the short-circuit current by more than 3x and improves short-circuit robustness
by more than 4x. As of today, the penalty in on-resistance is limited
to 0.35x. Further reduction of the Ron penalty can be achieved by
continuous optimization of the SCCL design. From an initial characterization campaign including dynamic Ron tests, inductive switching tests, and 100-h HTRB, the SCCL technology has demonstrated
to have switching performance and reliability similar to standard
Transphorm technology.

Figure 8: Schematics for the inductive switching test-board.
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During HTRB tests, 80 parts were submitted to reverse-bias stress
at 150°C and 520 V for 1000 hours. After both 250 hours and 1,000
hours, no fuse failure, no leakage increase, and a relatively small
parametric Ron degradation (~5%) were observed. See Figure 10.
The small parametric Ron degradation is similar to what was observed in standard devices, therefore indicating that the SCCL
blocking region does not introduce any additional degradation
and/or failure mechanisms. This is a promising result towards the
prospective JEDEC and automotive qualifications of SCCL technology.
Conclusion
The SCCL proves to be a high performance, high reliability solution
that improves the SCWT of GaN power devices to 3 µs at 400 V with

Figure 9: (a) Turn-on and (b) turn-off transients acquired with an
inductive load current of ~15 A for both the standard device and the
SCCL device. The SCCL device has similar dv/dt than the standard
device, indicating that the low Id,sat of the SCCL does not hamper the
charging and discharging of the output capacitance (Coss).

The SCCL technology can be applied to the entire portfolio of
GaN products to serve a broad range of motor drive applications.
Thanks to extended SCWT, the SCCL technology will allow the industry to adopt conventional short-circuit protection schemes, with
sufficient immunity to noise and switching transients.
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Fast Short-Circuit Protection of
SiC-MOSFETs through AC Current
Sensors – A Perfect Fit for Highly
Efficient Electrical Drives
Constant improvements in power semiconductor technology enable even more efficient and
compact power converters. Silicon Carbide CoolSiC™ MOSFETs can be considered as a new trend in
electrical drive applications due to their superior efficiency, especially at partial load [1].
Even fanless designs can be realized resulting in more integrated and reliable converters [2].
By Benjamin Sahan, Kevin Kaczmarek, Hannover University of Applied Sciences
Michael Ebli, Klaus Grambichler, Infineon Technologies
However, this trend is accompanied by lower short-circuit robustness
of those power devices. CoolSiC™ MOSFETs, for example, are specified
for a short circuit pulse duration of 2-3 µs [5]. Such small short-circuit
times represent a challenge for typical detection methods.
In industrial drives, the following state-of-the-art methods are common:
• Gate driver with “DESAT” function
• Shunt-based solutions (DC or AC)
• Galvanically isolated AC current sensors (Hall, AMR)
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Each method has its pros and cons. Gate drivers with “DESAT” function can detect both bridge shoot-through faults as well as faults at
the inverter output side. However, the gate driver is more complex
and, in case of IGBTs, a blanking time of several µs is needed due
to the conductivity modulation induced voltage tail. Shunts feature
high bandwidth and linearity but also add power losses. Moreover,
while AC shunts require separate digital isolation ICs with special
data streams DC shunts cannot detect all ground faults.
This article focuses on a new digitally-based AC current sensor. It
features galvanic isolation and fast short-circuit detection which
complies with the industrial drives standard IEC 61800-5-1. In this
context, phase-to-phase and phase-to-earth faults must be handled. However, it should be noted that, by nature, bridge shootthrough faults cannot be detected by AC current sensors. However,
those faults are very rare, and can be caused, for example, by cosmic-ray induced failures of single devices. This kind of protection
might only be required for large inverters with long bus bars in order to prevent consequential damage.

Due to its unique package design (Fig. 1), the TLI4971 achieved an
outstanding low impedance of 220 µΩ in its integrated current rail
and has a parasitic inductance of less than 1 nH, which additionally
would enable the use in the DC-link connection of wide bandgap
devices.

Figure 1: Block diagram and pin layout
Test setup
To demonstrate the fast reaction time of the TLI4971 in combination with CoolSiC™ MOSFET, a test up was built up (Figure 2). One
half bridge of the FS45MR12W1M1 power module was used and
its output terminal was connected to a TLI4971 “MS2GO” evaluation board. For normal operation an inductive load was used in a
double pulse test. For short-circuit operation the terminals A and B
were connected through a very short cable.
L

UDS

UGS

UOCD1

iDC-

Finally, it will be demonstrated that short-circuit detection times
below 1 µs are possible. This allows a safe operation of CoolSiC™
MOSFET and more efficient IGBTs.
Digital AC current sensor with integrated overcurrent detection
The TLI4971 is a high-precision miniature coreless magnetic current sensor with analog interface and two fast over-current detection outputs (block diagram in Figure 1). Infineon's well-established and robust monolithic Hall technology enables accurate and
highly linear measurement of currents with a full scale up to ±120
A. Nominal currents of 25 A, 50 A, 75 and 120 A are available. All
user-programmable parameters such as OCD thresholds, blanking
times and output configuration modes are stored in an embedded
EEPROM memory. The overcurrent detection threshold can be adjusted between 0.5 and 2.5 times the nominal current. Further, the
response time is below 1 µs and can be increased in steps of 500 ns
according to the setting of the EEPROM.

TLI 4971

TLI
4971

UDC

Gate
Driver
PWM
In

&

SiC-Module

Figure 2: Test setup at Hochschule Hannover
As there are no additional functions necessary on the gate driver
level, such as DESAT functionality, a simple and compact 8-pin gate
driver (1EDI60N12AF) could be used.
The FS45MR12W1M1 has a nominal current of ID = 25 A. The overcurrent level (OCD1) of the TLI 4971 was set to four times the nominal current, i.e. 100 A to ensure appropriate safety margin. As mentioned before, this level is flexible and can be programmed during
the design phase. As the output signal of the OCD1 overcurrent pin
and the input pulse signal were connected to an AND logic gate,
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the gate driver will turn off immediately in case of an overcurrent/
short-circuit event.
Test results with CoolSiC™ MOSFET
At first, normal operation was tested using a short lab cable and
an 80 m long motor cable to connect the inductive load. The device current was measured in the DC- path with a 200 MHz Pearson probe (model 2877) and a current transformer [3]. The gate
resistors were adjusted so that the dv/dt was limited to 5 kV/µs at
worst-case conditions (low current turn-on, high current turn-off).
As expected, Figure 3 shows a much higher turn-on current due to
the capacitive charging of the motor cable. However, no false triggering of the OCD1 pin was observed.

Figure 5: Normal operation Turn-on at UDC = 600 V, RGon = 50 Ω , RGoff
= 200 Ω , Short circuit with long cable
Benefits for IGBTs
While very fast short circuit protection is mandatory for all SiCMOSFETs in drive applications, modern IGBTs have more moderate short-circuit requirements. TRENCHSTOP™ IGBT7, for instance,
allows 8 µs (industrial drives @150°C) and EDT2 IGBTs (automotive
drive train) requires 3 µs (@175°C). This raises the question of what
could be the benefit for today’s IGBTs using the TLI4971 and its
even faster short-circuit protection?
Figure 3: Normal operation turn-on at UDC = 600 V, RGon = 50 Ω ,
ID = 25 A with different cable length
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In a second step, the inductive load was removed and the terminals
were bypassed. Afterwards a short circuit I (hard switching fault)
was provoked. As can be seen in Figure 4, the current is detected
and turned off in approx. 950 ns. It should be noted that the OCD1
has a delay of approx. some hundred ns after the overcurrent level
of 100 A is exceeded. Since the SiC-MOSFET has no intrinsic current limitation, the current reaches a peak of about 300 A. After
this peak, the current would slightly decrease on its own due to
the reduction in carrier mobility and JFET effect with temperature
increase and self-heating [6]. In this case, turn-off is so fast that this
effect is barely visible. The turn-off voltage peak is still moderate
and only 50 V above the DC-link voltage, thanks to a low-inductive
DC-link path and module layout.

It is well known that by increasing the gate voltage, the saturation
voltage decreases as well as power losses. However, as a drawback,
this goes along with a short circuit derating as described in [4]. For
example, increasing the gate voltage to 18 V, lowers the short-circuit time by 30% to approx. 5.6 µs. The TLI4971 can still handle this
short-circuit time competently. Looking at the output characteristic as shown in Figure 5 as an example, it becomes obvious that
the benefit is significant especially at higher currents. At twice the
nominal current, the saturation voltage decreases by 1.4 V or 37%
applying a gate voltage of 19 V.

950 ns

Figure 4: Normal operation Turn-on at U
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Figure 6: Output characteristic FP25R12W1T7, Tj = 175°C
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Conclusion
Using the XENSIV™ TLI4971 current sensor from Infineon, it was
shown that short-circuit protection of the latest CoolSiC™ MOSFET
technology is possible. This simplifies the use of CoolSiC™ MOSFETs
in applications such as industrial drives, where a certain robustness
against short circuits is required. The use of CoolSiC™ MOSFETs
leads to a more efficient drive inverter, which can help to reduce
the energy costs over lifetime. In addition, the CoolSiC™ MOSFET
enables inverter integration into the motor, which is challenging
with state-of-the-art IGBTs. Furthermore, fast short-circuit protection can also help to increase the efficiency of an IGBT-based inverter by increasing the gate voltage. Hence a lower VCE is obtained
for a given current.
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Powering the Energy Transition:
The Road Ahead for Silicon
Carbide & Wide Band-Gap Devices
Silicon Carbide (SiC) is poised to transform the global power electronics industry as it makes
increasing inroads into the market share of legacy Silicon based devices. Market analysis by Yole
Développement on the SiC landscape predicts greater SiC power device revenue will exceed $4 billion
by 2026 [1], even higher than previous estimates [2],[3].
By Adam J Morgan, Gehan Wanduragala, Anant Agarwal,
and Woongje Sung of NoMIS Power Group LLC
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With clear benefits of reduced switching losses and higher efficiency (to name a few), the fundamental advantages of SiC to the
energy transition have been understood for some time [4]. However, the barriers of performance, reliability, cost, and supply chain
have stood in the way of industry adoption – until now. Thanks to
a confluence of factors including major advances in SiC technology, a maturing supplier ecosystem, and major public and private
sector investment, Figure 1, SiC is now reaching a tipping point in
the global power electronics industry to support the clean energy
transition and Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) initiatives around the globe [5].

Figure 2: Delta Electronics SiC-based PV inverter using ON Semiconductor full-SiC power modules
Furthermore, the developments of new SiC device architectures are
showing increasing potential to supplant Silicon (Si) device architectures – particularly at higher power/voltage ratings for applications like DC microgrids [7]. For example, the on-resistance versus
critical electric field for breakdown trade-off, for a given breakdown
voltage, has been shown to be superior for SiC versus Si, Figure 3
[8]. Consequently, SiC Schottky Barrier Diodes (SBDs) are now being used in high-frequency applications for achieving higher energy
star ratings, such as switched-mode power supplies for industrial
and traction drives, where switching losses are an issue – replacing
Si PiN diodes [9].

Figure 1: The sustainable investment surge that will feed SiC market
growth
For industry players ranging from foundries to device manufacturers, and from OEM’s to equipment operators, there is a pressing
need to develop their own SiC roadmap and secure their supply
chain or risk being left behind. Already we are witnessing key partnerships develop across the supply chain with the intent of bringing next-generation power management products to market at accelerating speed.
Breakthrough performance
SiC as a material is now stable and manufacturable at scale which
is translating its lab-based performance advantages to real-world
conditions. ON Semiconductor’s full-SiC power modules being utilized in Delta Electronics PV inverters is a perfect example, Figure
2 [6].

Figure 3: Specific on-resistance of the ideal drift region
SiC Schottky diodes and DMOSFETs are now poised to replace Si
PiN diodes and IGBTs in applications ranging from as low as 600 V
to 12 kV due to reduced switching losses at the same frequency and
higher efficiency per power conversion stage (e.g. 7% higher range
when using 1.2 kV SiC devices within an EV traction inverter [10]).
This is a result of the advantageous unipolar nature of SiC devices
that reduce the stored charge needing to be removed from the device during each switching event [11].
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Our team at NoMIS is developing SiC co-packs (3.3 kV and 6.5 kV)
suitable for exploring the advantages and challenges medium voltage SiC provides when it comes to devices, circuit topologies, control, other converter components, and system-level implications,
Figure 4 (engineering samples made available upon request).
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But with SiC foundries established and major new entrants emerging in North America, Europe, and Asia including integrated, foundry, and fabless models, companies have multiple options to partner for their SiC transition. Furthermore, the opportunity to build
production capacity by converting existing Si foundries provides an
attractive route to quickly adding SiC production capacity, Figure 5.

Figure 4: SiC co-pack prototype from NoMIS
Proven reliability
Widespread industry adoption of SiC requires proven reliability,
which had remained elusive until recently due to concerns regarding performance over the operating life of SiC devices, especially in
rugged conditions (i.e. short circuit and avalanche conditions) [12].
The reliability challenge is quickly being overcome with commercial
SiC chips in the ranges of 600 V to 1.7 kV having passed JEDEC and
automotive reliability tests over 1,000 hours [13]. This has led to
the rapid rollout of SiC technology in the high-growth EV market by
leading automotive manufacturers [14].
Despite the rapid adoption of SiC in automotive, one of the remaining challenges for SiC device technology stems from concerns
over drift in the threshold voltage (Vth) under long-term operation
caused by defects in and at the interface of the gate oxide [15]. Yet
here too, a major breakthrough in the last year by Professor Kimoto at Kyoto University sets a path to improve gate oxide screening
yield by using >50 nm gate oxides, while other adjacent innovations
are set to overcome concerns for long-term operation [16].
Our team at NoMIS are already working with other groups to apply
these scientific breakthroughs to ensure Vth shift becomes a thing
of the past for SiC devices.
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Falling costs
Historically the higher cost of SiC devices relative to Si has made
companies reluctant to switch technologies despite the performance advantages. However, a step-change in investment in production capacity across the entirety of the value chain is driving
down the cost of SiC and this trend is set to accelerate as economies of scale take effect [17], [18].
Thanks to the coming introduction of 200 mm (8 inch) SiC wafers
and related advances in both technology and manufacturing processes, 1.2 kV SiC devices at below $0.03 per Ampere are now in
reach. This is only 30% costlier than Si, meaning price-parity is
much closer than many would have thought. At NoMIS, our recent
award from ARPA-E as a SEED topic SBIR is focussed on bringing
down the cost of SiC devices – particularly at higher voltage nodes.
Other routes to price parity are also opening up at the multi-chip
power module level where SiC advantages spill over into reduced
costs of other system-level components [7], [11]. As the global EV
market turbocharges volume production, prices will fall further and
the recent entry of players, like Foxconn, will only add to the downward trend [19].
Stronger supply chain
As the recent challenges in microelectronics semiconductors have
shown, a robust, regional, and scalable supply chain will be critical for SiC adoption and growth. Interested companies were often
hesitant to transition to SiC due to the lack of a comparably developed supply chain to Si.

Figure 5: The SiC transition for foundries and fabless players
However, success for stakeholders in all stages of the supply chain
will require a deep understanding of the technology’s future direction in order to right-size the substantial up-front investments. It
also demands a high level of collaboration and coordination, from
securing substrate supply to achieving device qualification, as no
single player can deliver the global-scale SiC transition alone.
As we look to the next stage of the SiC transition, our team at NoMIS Power Group are working across industry, government, and
academia to bridge the remaining missing links in SiC adoption;
from the breakthrough science that will power the next stage of
SiC adoption, such as SiC-based CMOS platform, through to innovative device design, rapid prototyping and testing of devices,
and development of process design kits that will scale-up foundry
operations.
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HIGH ACCURACY

DC/AC ZER0-FLUX CURRENT TRANSDUCERS

DELIVERY FROM
STOCK UP TO 3 WEEKS
See current availablity at gmw.com/ds/

DANISENSE HIGH ACCURACY AND HIGH RESOLUTION
DC/AC ZER0-FLUX CURRENT TRANSDUCERS
±12.5A to ±11000A, high accuracy Current Transducers for Current Measurement

•
•
•

Very high absolute amplitude and phase accuracy from dc to over 1kHz
Low signal output noise and exceptional long term stability
Low fluxgate switching noise on the pimary
Enhanced electrostatic shielding to increase rejection of primary dV/dt coupling
Increased operating temperature range
Reduced mechanical dimensions
Options: Current Output or Voltage Output Signal, Calibration Winding
Amplitude and Phase measurement to 300kHz included with each head
Conveient, compact multi-channel systems
DSSIU-4-1U and DSSIU-6-1U 4-channel and 6-channel system interface units, power
multiple current transducers from a single 1U rack mount unit.
Conveniently mix different transducers, e.g. : (3) ±600A and (1) ±2000A transducers.
Supports calibration winding for in-situ calibration check of compatible transducers.

WWW.GMW.COM | INSTRUMENTATION FOR ELECTRIC CURRENT AND MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENT
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Applications: Power measurement and power analysis, high accuracy current emulators
or current sources and sinks, gradient amplifiers for MRI devices, precision motor drives,
battery testing and evaluation systems, and current calibration reference transducer.
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Glitch-Free Voltage Supervisor
IC– Just a Concept or Reality?
A reliable supervisor IC is always an industry need as it adds system reliability and improves
system performance over voltage transients and power failures. Semiconductor manufacturers are
constantly enhancing the performance of voltage supervisor ICs.
By Suryash Rai, member of the technical staff, Applications, Core Products Group
at Maxim Integrated®, now part of Analog Devices
All the supervisor IC requires is a minimum
voltage called power-on-reset (VPOR) before
generating a clean or reliable reset signal.
Before the minimum supply voltage, the
state of the reset signal is undetermined.

this glitch can trigger an unknown state of
FPGA. Once VDD is above VPOR voltage, the
internal MOSFET turns on, connects RESET
to GND, and causes RESET to output the
correct low logic level.

Open-Drain Configuration

Push-Pull Configuration

As the electronic industry moves towards
low-voltage semiconductors, analog chip
manufacturers are also working to deliver
glitch-free supervisors with a conventional
supervisor. Manufacturers can only reduce
the VPOR voltage by improving the process,
but a true glitch-free supervisor needs a
new architecture.

Figure 1: An open-drain configuration and a push-pull configuration for reset topologies.
Figure 4: The power-on sequence with a glitch
on reset.

Generally, we called this glitch on reset.
There are predominantly two different topologies used for the RESET pin, open-drain
and push-pull (Figure 1). Both topologies
use NMOS as a pull-down MOSFET.
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During power-up, if the supply voltage is
below VPOR, there is not enough voltage
for the internal circuitry driving the output
MOSFET to operate so the output MOSFET
is off. The supervisor has no way to control
the output reset voltage. Reset will rise in
proportion to the pull-up voltage (VPULLUP),
and once the supply voltage is above VPOR
voltage, the internal MOSFET will drive the
RESET pin to a valid state.

Figure 3: The interfacing of a supervisor with a
low-voltage ASIC, FPGA or DSP.

Figure 5: A conventional supervisor with external P-JFEF for glitch-free operation.

A voltage supervisor can be used to monitor the low-voltage rails for FPGAs, ASICs, or
DSPs, where the voltage can be as low as
1V. In low-voltage processors, the I/O logic
levels are very sensitive and the VIH can be
as low as 0.5V as shown in Figure 3.
During power-up, FPGA, ASICs, or DSP
needs to be in the RESET state until all the
supply rails are stable. Since RESET may
have a glitch when VDD is below VPOR,

Figure 6: Application diagram of MAX16162 and a corresponding timing diagram.

POR Voltage in
Datasheet EC tab

Figure 2: This is how a reset will rise in proportion to the pull-up voltage (VPULLUP) resulting in what is generally called a reset glitch.
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Currently, system engineers use an external circuit with a conventional supervisor to mimic the glitch-free feature of the supervisor shown in Figure 5. By adding a standard JFET configured in a
source-follower configuration, the voltage at the source will follow the voltage at VG minus the threshold voltage of the JFET. The
threshold of the JFET causes approximately a 1V drop between VG
and VOUT and eliminates the voltage potential rise on the output
until the internal circuitry becomes operational.
True glitch-free supervisors can sink the current through a reset,
which forces reset to a ground potential even at zero VCC. Figure 6
shows an example of a true glitch-free supervisor in a circuit. The
MAX16161/MAX16162 does not require any external components
for its glitch-free operation, which makes them tiny and cost-effective.
Summary
A true glitch-free supervisor IC is no longer just a concept. Designers now have a supervisor IC that generates a reliable reset signal
at zero supply voltage to enable system engineers to use the IC
to monitor low-voltage (less than 1V) electronics. The MAX16161/
MAX16162 supply a tiny, nanoPower IC and use just 825nA of quiescent current to help extend system battery life.
About the Author:
Suryash Rai has been working at Maxim Integrated®, now part of Analog Devices, as an
application engineer since 2016, where he
supports the Supervisors and Protection IC
portfolio. He received his master’s degree in
Communication Engineering from the National Institute of Technology Surathkal, Karnatka.
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Speed Up the Design of EMI Filters
for Switch-Mode Power Supplies
Switch-mode power supplies are used throughout modern electronics systems mainly because of
their high efficiency power conversion. One side effect of the proliferation of switch-mode supplies is
the noise they produce. This is commonly referred to as electromagnetic interference (EMI),
EMI noise, or just noise.
By Henry Zhang, Applications Director and Sam Young, Applications Manager, Analog Devices
For example, the input side switch current of a typical buck converter is a pulsating current rich in harmonic content. Fast turn-on
and turn-off of power transistors create sudden interruptions of
current flow, resulting in high frequency voltage ringing and spikes.

frequency EMI generated at the input capacitors and LISN circuit
can be predicted by software, such as LTpowerCAD, with acceptable accuracy.

The problem is that high frequency noise can couple to other devices in the system, degrading the performance of sensitive analog or
digital signal circuits. Because of this, many standards have arisen
to set acceptable limits on EMI. To meet these limits for a switchmode supply, one must first quantify its EMI performance and, if
necessary, add proper input EMI filtering to attenuate the EMI. Unfortunately, EMI analysis and filter design can be a difficult task,
typically requiring a time-consuming iterative process of design,
build, testing, and redesign—that is, assuming one has proper test
equipment. To speed up the process of EMI filter design to meet
EMI specifications, this article shows how conducted EMI noise
analysis and filter design can be easily estimated and prebuilt using
ADI’s LTpowerCAD® program.
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Different Types of EMI: Radiated and Conducted Noise, Common Mode, and Differential Mode
There are two major type of EMI: radiated and conducted. In a
switch-mode supply, radiated EMI is usually generated by high dv/
dt noise at the switching nodes. Industry standards for radiated
emissions usually cover the frequency band from 30 MHz to 1 GHz.
At these frequencies, radiated EMI from switching regulators is
produced mainly by switching voltage ringing and spikes, and can
depend heavily on PCB board layout. Other than what is inherently
built into good layout practices, it is nearly impossible to precisely
predict how much radiated EMI a switch-mode supply will transmit
“on paper.” One must simply build the board and measure its EMI
in a sufficiently well-designed EMI lab to quantify its radiated noise
level.

Figure 1: Conceptual overview of LISN-based measurement of differential-mode and common-mode conducted EMI of a switch-mode supply.
Figure 2 shows a typical EMI noise plot of a switch-mode, stepdown buck supply without an input EMI filter. The most significant
EMI spike occurs at the switching frequency of the supply, followed
by additional spikes at its harmonic frequencies. Figure 2 shows an
EMI plot where the peak values of these spikes exceed the CISPR 22
EMI limits. To meet the standard, an EMI filter is required to attenuate the differential-mode EMI.

Conducted EMI results from the rapid changes in a switching regulator’s conducted input current, including common-mode (CM) and
differential-mode (DM) noise. Standard industry limits for conducted emissions usually cover a lower frequency range than radiated
emissions, namely from 150 kHz to 30 MHz. Figure 1 shows the
generic conduction paths of the common-mode and differentialmode noise of a dc-to-dc power supply (the DUT in an EMI lab).
To quantify conducted input EMI, a line impedance stabilization
network (LISN) is placed at the regulator’s input, providing a standard input source impedance. CM conducted noise is measured
between each input line and earth ground. CM noise is generated
at high dv/dt switching nodes, couples through the device’s parasitic PCB capacitance, CP, to earth ground, then travels to the supply
input LISN. Like radiated EMI, the high frequency switching node
ringing and parasitic capacitance cannot be easily and accurately
modeled in a paper design.
DM noise is measured differentially between two input lines. DM
conducted noise arises from the high di/dt, pulsating input current of the switch-mode supply. Fortunately, unlike the other EMI
types, the pulsating input current and the resulting relatively low

Figure 2: Typical EMI plot of a switch-mode buck supply without an input EMI filter.
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Differential-Mode Conducted EMI Filter
Figure 3 shows a typical differential-mode conducted EMI noise filter on the input side of a switch-mode supply. In this case, we’ve
added a simple first-order, low-pass LfCf network between the supply’s local input capacitors CIN (EMI noise source side) and the input
source (LISN receiver side). This matches a standard EMI lab test
setup, where the LISN network is inserted on the filter capacitor
Cf side of the LC filter. The differential signal across the LISN resistor R2 is measured by the spectrum analyzer to quantify DM conducted EMI noises.
Figure 4 shows the LC filter attenuation gain plot. At very low frequency, the inductor is low impedance, essentially shorted, while
the capacitor is high impedance, essentially open circuit. The resulting LC filter gain is 1 (0 dB), allowing dc to pass through without
attenuation. As frequency rises, a gain spike appears at the resonant frequency of LfCf. As the frequency rises above the resonant
frequency, the filter attenuates at a rate of –40 dB/decade. At relatively higher frequencies, the filter gain increasingly becomes a
function of parasitic components: namely, the filter capacitor’s ESR
and ESL and filter inductor’s parallel capacitance.
Because this filter’s ability to attenuate quickly rises over frequency, the magnitude of first few low frequency noise harmonics overwhelmingly determine the size of the EMI filter—where the fundamental component of the supply’s switching frequency (fSW) is the
most significant target. Therefore, we can focus on the EMI filter’s
lower frequency gain in efforts to meet industry standards.
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LTpowerCAD Can Predict Supply-Specific Filter Performance
LTpowerCAD is a power supply design assistance tool that can be
downloaded at no charge at analog.com/LTpowerCAD. The program is designed to enable engineers to design and optimize complete power supply parameters in a few simple steps and in a few
minutes.
LTpowerCAD leads a user through the entire power supply selection and design process, beginning with the user’s power supply
specifications. From there, LTpowerCAD narrows the range of suitable solutions and then helps in the selection of power stage components, as well as optimizes supply efficiency, design loop compensation, and load transient response.
The feature we are interested in here is LTpowerCAD’s input EMI
filter design tool, which enables an engineer to quickly estimate the
differential-mode conducted EMI and determine what filter components may be required to meet EMI standards. LTpowerCAD’s filter
tool can significantly reduce design time and cost by producing realistic results—before a single circuit board is built and tested.
EMI Filter Design in LTpowerCAD
Overview
Let’s look at a DM EMI filter design example. Figure 5 shows the
LTpowerCAD schematic design page, showing the component selection for a supply using the LTC3833 buck converter, operating
with 12 V input and 5 V/10 A output, running at 1 MHz switching
frequency, fSW. Before designing an EMI filter, design the buck converter by selecting the switching frequency, power stage inductor,
capacitors, and FETs.

Figure 3: Differential-mode EMI noise filter (from Node B to Node A).

Figure 4: Typical single LC EMI filter insertion gain vs. frequency plot.

Figure 6: LTpowerCAD conducted DM EMI filter design window (Lf = 0, no filter).
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After power stage components are selected, click the EMI design icon
to open the integrated DM EMI filter tool window, as shown in Figure
6. The EMI design window shows a detailed input filter network, LfCf,
between the power supply input capacitors CINB/CINC and the source
LISN. There are optional damping circuits, such as networks CdA/RdA
on the LISN side, network CdB/RdB on the supply input capacitor side,
and the optional damping resistor RfP across the filter inductor Lf.
The estimated conducted EMI noise plot and the selected EMI standard limits appear on the right side of Figure 6.

bodospower.com

Figure 5: The LTpowerCAD schematic design page and the integrated
EMI tool icon.
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Select an EMI standard
When designing an EMI filter, you’ll want to see the design’s targets—namely, the EMI standard itself. LTpowerCAD includes builtin plots for CISPR 22 (for IT equipment), CISPR 25 (for automotive
devices), and MIL-STD-461G standards. Simply select your desired
standard from the EMI Specification dropdown menu.
For example, in Figure 6, the filter inductor value is set at 0 to
show the design’s EMI results without an input filter. EMI spikes
at the fundamental and harmonic frequencies, all exceeding the
displayed CISPR 25 limits, resulting in a red warning on the EMI vs.
Specification schematic display.
Set the EMI Filter Parameters
After selecting the desired EMI standard, enter the desired EMI
margin—what distance do you want between the selected standard limits and the peak values of the fundamental. A 3 dB to 6 dB
margin is generally a good starting point. From these choices, for a
given filter capacitor, Cf, and supply operating condition, the program calculates the suggested filter inductor value, L sug., shown
in a yellow cell in LTpowerCAD. Enter an inductor value in the L cell
slightly greater than the suggested value to meet the EMI limit with
the desired margin.
In this example, Figure 7 shows the design tool recommending a
0.669 µH filter inductance, along with the entered 0.72 µH inductance to meet the requirement. The benefits of the filter can be explored by comparing the results with and without the filter. Turn on
the Show EMI Without Input Filter option to see the filtered results
overlayed above a gray no-filter plot.
There is an important detail in choosing the filter capacitor Cf. If
it is a multilayer ceramic capacitor (MLCC) with X5R, X7R, etc. type
of dielectric material, its capacitance value can drop significantly
with dc bias voltage. Because of this, in addition to the LTpowerCAD
nominal capacitance, C(nom), the user should also enter its real capacitance under the applied dc bias voltage (VINA or VINB).
The derating curve can be found from capacitor vendors’ data
sheet. If the MLCC capacitor is chosen from the LTpowerCAD library, its derating with dc bias voltage is automatically estimated
by the program.
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Another component variation arises in the input filter inductor,
which can have a nonlinear inductance due to its saturation with
direct current. The inductance value may drop noticeably with increased load current, especially for a ferrite bead type of inductor.
Users should enter the real inductance to produce accurate EMI
predictions.
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In some cases, the LC resonance peak can result in a spike that exceeds the EMI standard. To attenuate this resonant peak, a pair of
optional damping components CdA and RdA can be added in parallel
with the filter capacitor Cf. In addition to showing the attenuation
plot, LTpowerCAD simplifies the selection process for these components. In general, choose a damping capacitance, CdA, that is around
two to four times the real filter Cf value. LTpowerCAD will suggest a
damping resistor RdA value to push down the resonant peak.

Figure 8: EMI filter attenuation gain (with and without damping on the
LISN side).
Check Filter Impedance and Supply Input Impedance
When adding an input EMI filter in front of a switch-mode supply,
the filter output impedance, ZOF, can interact with the supply input
impedance, ZIN, causing undesirable oscillation. To avoid this unstable situation, the magnitude of the EMI filter output impedance,
ZOF, should be much lower than the magnitude of the supply input
impedance, ZIN, with enough margin. Figure 9 shows the concept
of ZOF and ZIN and the stability margin between them.
To simplify the problem, an ideal power supply with high feedback
loop bandwidth can be treated as a constant power load; that is,
input voltage VIN times input current is constant. As input voltage
increases, its input current decreases. Therefore, the ideal power
supply has a negative input impedance ZIN = –(VIN2)/PIN.
To make it easy to design the input filter, LTpowerCAD displays the
filter output impedance ZOF and supply input impedance ZIN on
the impedance plot shown in Figure 10. Note the supply input impedance is a function of input voltage and input power. The worst
case, which is the lowest level of impedance, occurs at the minimum VIN and maximum PIN condition.

Figure 9: Check the EMI filter output impedance and supply input
impedance for stability.
Figure 7: Select filter inductor value to meet EMI standard limit.
Check Filter Attenuation Gain
In the Figure 7 EMI plot with the input filter there is a noise spike
due to the LC input filter resonance at 245 kHz, a frequency lower
than the supply switching frequency. Figure 8 shows the filter attenuation gain plot in place of the EMI results in the LTpowerCAD
EMI window (click the Filter Attenuation tab), revealing the filter’s
resonant attenuation gain at 245 kHz.

As shown in Figure 10, the EMI filter output impedance has a peak
point at the resonant frequency caused by filter inductor Lf and
supply input capacitor CIN. In a good design, the magnitude of this
peak should be lower than worst-case ZIN, with enough margin. In
case it is necessary reduce this peak level, there is another pair of
optional damping components, capacitor CdB and resistor RdB, in
parallel with the supply input capacitor CIN. This CIN side damping
network can effectively reduce the ZOUT peak. The suggested CdB,
and RdB, values are provided by LTpowerCAD EMI tool.
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Accuracy of the LTpowerCAD EMI filter tool
The accuracy of the LTpowerCAD EMI filter tool can be seen by running an LTpowerCAD design against a real board, lab EMI test. Figure 11 shows the results of a comparison where the real-world test
was performed using a modified LTC3851 buck supply demo board
running at 750 kHz with a 12 V input voltage, 1.5 V output voltage,
and 10 A load current. As shown in Figure 11, tested EMI data and
LTpowerCAD modeled EMI data match well for lower frequency
noise peaks, while real-world tested peaks are a few dB lower than
modeled EMI peaks.

Figure 10: LTpowerCAD EMI filter impedance plot (with and without
damping).
There are larger mismatches at higher frequency noise peaks, but
these are of lower importance because the DM conducted EMI filter
size is mainly determined by lower frequency noise spikes. Some
of this discrepancy is due to the accuracy of inductor and capacitor parasitic models, including PCB layout parasitic values; accuracy
that is beyond what is possible in a PC-based design tool, for now.

Please note the LTpowerCAD filter tool is an estimation tool, providing an initial design point for EMI filters. Nothing can replace a real
lab test of a prototype supply board for truly accurate EMI data.
Summary
Many industries are using systems that require increasingly careful
control of transmitted electromagnetic signals. To this end, there
are a number of published clear standards on EMI. At the same
time, the number of switch-mode power supplies is increasing, and
they are being placed ever closer in proximity to sensitive circuits.
Switch-mode power supplies are strong sources of EMI, so their
noise output must be quantified and reduced in many cases. The
problem is, EMI filter design and testing is a time-consuming and
costly iterative process.

Sam Young is an applications manager for
Analog Devices, supporting μModule® regulator products and LTpowerCAD. He has over
10 years of experience in supporting regulator designs for for a broad range of applications and products.

www.analog.com
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Figure 11: Real board lab measured vs. LTpowerCAD-estimated EMI
(12 VIN to 1.5 VOUT/10 A buck example).
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LTpowerCAD enables designers to save time and cost by precluding real-world design and test with predictive computer-based
design tools. Its easy to use EMI filter tool predicts the results of
differential-mode conducted EMI filters, including optional damping networks, to minimize EMI while retaining a stable supply. Lab
test results verify the accuracy of predictive models.
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Influencing Purchasing Decisions
with Environmental Labelling
This article will look at some of the most relevant energy usage labelling standards, how they are
evolving and how they can be used to provide further information that can help consumers make
the most environmentally friendly choice.
By David Chen, Director of Applications Engineering, Power Integrations
Almost every government has made commitments towards becoming greener, more sustainable and reducing their carbon footprints in the fight against global warming. These commitments
normally take the form of cutting energy usage, producing energy
from renewable resources, and reducing reliance on fossil fuels.
To assist in the reduction of energy usage, labelling systems have
been introduced as a policy instrument which allows consumers to
see the efficiency of any product at a glance.
Energy labels can be found on almost every type of electrical equipment that you can buy. These labels come in many different formats and styles. Some of them are voluntary, such as the ENERGY
STAR® label, which is administered by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in the USA. Although manufacturers do not need
to certify their products to the ENERGY STAR standard to be allowed
to sell their products on the US market, with the exception of some
government contracts, the label is still sought after by manufacturers to differentiate their brands as high performance.
Alternatively, other labels are mandatory. Mandatory labels are
found in Europe, China, and many more countries throughout
the world. They are required by local legislation to be placed on
products to inform consumers of the efficiency of each product.
Whether the labelling is voluntary or mandatory, they are all intended to inform consumers and encourage them to buy energy
efficient products.
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Figure 1 is a European example of an energy efficiency label. The
graphic has energy efficiency on the vertical axis with higher energy efficiency toward the top and lower energy efficiency toward
the bottom. In typical example of a store with many different products, some products will have very high energy efficiency and some
much lower. The products on offer will have an overall average. A
typical policy instrument for governments is to try to increase the
average product efficiency by using legislation to stop the sale of
the least efficient products.

Figure 1: EU Energy efficiency labelling
In Europe, the Ecodesign Directive has been developed to set the
minimum efficiency requirements, shown by the solid line at the
bottom of figure 2. This means that any product that doesn't meet
at least the minimum efficiency requirement, as stated in the regulations, will not be allowed to be sold in the European marketplace.

Once the poorest performing products are removed, the average
efficiency of products sold in Europe will be pushed up to a new
higher level.

Figure 2: EU Energy Policy strategies
A second policy instrument introduced in Europe that goes beyond
the Ecodesign Directive is the energy label. The Ecodesign regulation is still in effect and still sets the minimum performance level,
but now there is an additional label to allow consumers to see how
well that any given product is performing. An A grade is the best
followed by B, C and D for respective levels of performance. The
idea here is that in addition to taking out the worst performers in
the marketplace, the new average can be pushed to an even higher
level, based on consumers being motivated by the desire to have
the products with the best gradings.
These European examples of energy labelling are very powerful in
encouraging the adoption of more energy-efficient products. The
Ecodesign regulation pushes from the bottom, while the energy
label pulls from the top to encourage consumers to buy the most
efficient products. However, since March 2021 there has been a
significant transition in the way grades are handled on labels. Previously, across a distribution of all the products, 94% of products
would be classed as an A grade or better. At the very top end, only
4% would be classified as an A+++ rating. So A really means A, A+,
A++ or A+++.
Consumers don’t really have much motivation to keep buying better products after purchasing an A-rated one. The European Commission has recognised this and instituted some reforms. Of the
15 product categories covered by the energy label in Europe, five
have been reformed - refrigerators, washing machines, dishwashers, electronic displays (both televisions and monitors) and lighting.
Enacted in March 2021, the reform saw the label grading shifted
entirely so that 98% of those products will have a D label or worse,
and only the top 2% will be graded C or better. A monitor that previously had an A+++ grade will now be a C grade. Again, the idea here
is to motivate consumers to feel that there are further improvements to be gained, make the labels and grades themselves more
meaningful, and provide a path toward higher energy efficiency
overall.
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In comparison, the energy label for China is
marked at the top with the China Energy Agency
logo. Below the logo there is a pyramid which
denotes the hierarchy of energy efficiency, which
are labelled one, two and three based on a decreasing level of performance. An indicator designates which level the particular product meets.
In Europe, instead of a pyramid there is a set of
grades on the left-hand side of the label, designated as A, B, C, D, with A being the highest level.
The European label also shows how much energy the product will typically use. For example, it
could denote a full cycle for a dishwasher, or the
total energy usage over a year. This information
is generally listed in the middle section of the label. Both the Chinese and European labels have
a QR code that links back to a database which
keeps track of all the products that have been
registered as meeting labelling requirements.
When the QR code is scanned for a product, it will
have a link to a registry in either Europe or China that has additional product information and
some sort of declaration that the performance
requirements for the label have been met.
Finally, the European label has separate section
at the bottom of the label with space for additional environmental information. This section
can be used to signify the level of audible noise
for motors in washing machines for example,
as the noise output can make a big difference
to consumers. For appliances that use water, a
little faucet symbol can be shown to give an indication of the number of litres of water usage
in a particular cycle for that appliance. So, in addition to energy efficiency, labelling can provide
much more detailed information that helps encourage consumers to purchase products that
are better for the environment in general.
Here's a link to the Energy Standards video:
https://cdn.intelligencebank.com/us/share/NOeJ/
oveKL/RG3bR/ streaming/Energy+Standards+Lea
rning+Glass+Video+-+DC+-+1920px1080px+EN
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Improving Medical Grade
Transformer Design
Given that the EU1 and FDA2 definitions of what constitutes a medical device encompass a large
majority of medical products other than drugs, it is small wonder that the collective term “medical
electrical equipment” now references a huge range of diagnostic and delivery systems. The risk
associated with these devices for patients and operators has become an ever-increasing concern.
By Yoganand Velayutham, Design & Development Engineer, Talema, India
Environment, destination and intended use are all significant factors in the classification of a medical device, which is proportional
to that risk. Medical Electrical (ME) devices are therefore usually assigned a high-risk classification (Figure 1).

Medical Equipment Regulation – IEC 60601
IEC 60601 is a series of technical standards designed to ensure the
safety and effectiveness of ME equipment. In the United States, the
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (and succeeding acts) requires
that all medical devices be “safe and effective”. The FDA lists IEC
60601 and national deviations (UL 2601-1) as a recognized consensus standard. In Europe, the Medical Devices Directive (93/42/EEC,
Article 3) requires medical devices to meet the “essential requirements.” Compliance can be assured by adherence to EN 60601, a
regional variant of IEC 60601. Similarly, IEC 60601 forms the basis for safety standards in Japan, Canada, Brazil, Australia, South
Korea, and elsewhere. In particular, compliance with “IEC 60601- 1
- Medical electrical equipment - Part 1: General requirements for
basic safety and essential performance” (IEC 60601-1) has become
a de facto requirement for bringing new medical devices to market.
Applied Parts
IEC 60601-1 defines an “Applied Part” as “part of Medical Electrical
equipment that in normal use necessarily comes into contact with
the patient for Medical Electrical equipment or a Medical Electrical
system to perform its function.” The standard defines three categories of applied part (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Classification of medical devices according to risk3
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Like every other aspect of ME equipment, medical grade transformers are significant to the management of that risk. The use of
electricity exposes patients and care givers to the risk of electrical
shock, burns, internal-organ damage and cardiac arrhythmias attributable to leakage current resulting from improper grounding
and electrical isolation. The electrical conductivity of body fluids
and the presence of various conductive solutions and gels in the
patient care system makes matters worse.
However, medical grade transformers are usually of toroidal design, and the traditional approach to their manufacture makes
them expensive. Segmented core cap technology addresses that
issue, and brings other significant benefits too.
Parameters

Type B
(Body)

Equipment Safety and Leakage Current
Leakage current is defined as “any current…not intended to be applied to a patient but which may pass from exposed metal parts of
an appliance to ground or other accessible parts of an appliance”.
All ME equipment generates leakage current which is normally
shunted around the patient via the ground conductor in the power
cord. However, if this current becomes high enough, it can become
hazardous.
Without proper use of grounding, leakage currents could reach values of 1000µA before a problem is perceived. Given that patients
can be injured or experience ventricular fibrillation as a result of exposure to leakage currents between 10µA and 180µA, that is cause
for concern. Leakage currents consist of ohmic and capacitive components, with only the latter playing an important part in ME safety.

Type BF
(Body Floating)

Type CF
(Cardiac Floating)

No electrical contact with the patient Electrically connected to the patient Electrically connected to the
and may be earthed
but not directly to the heart
patient’s heart
Symbol as per IEC/EN
60601-1

Examples

LED operating lighting, medical lasers, Blood pressure monitors, incubators
MRI body scanners, hospital beds and and ultrasound equipment
phototherapy equipment

Figure 2: IEC 60601-1 Applied Part classification

Dialysis machines
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Leakage Current Standards
Safety standards for electronic products (including medical transformers) are primarily established by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and Underwriters Laboratories (UL).
UL is the official regulatory body for the United States, appointed
by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) to
both test and certify all electronic equipment. The IEC is the standards body in Europe, working closely with each nation’s own national laboratory. The UL 60601-1 standard has been harmonized
with IEC 60601-1. Both UL 60601-1 and IEC 60601-1 specifies the
maximum allowable leakage current values, which depend on
equipment class and location. Tolerable leakage allowance is 500
microamps (µA) for Class I non-patient care area equipment, with
lower maxima applied to more critical applications. Although the
standards specify the performance of the completed medical device and not the limitations of the transformer, a low-leakage transformer will significantly reduce the leakage associated with the device as a whole.
Improving Medical Grade Isolation Transformer Design
Transformer Overview
A transformer is an electrical device that transfers energy between
circuits by means of electromagnetic induction. Transformers are
commonly used to increase or decrease alternating current voltages, which is accomplished by passing a varying current through the
primary winding to generate a magnetic flux in the transformer’s
core. This flux then induces a voltage in the transformer’s secondary winding. The transformer’s output voltage is proportional to the
primary to secondary windings ratio. Most transformers designed
for home or office use deploy either an EI laminate or toroidal core
(Figure 3).
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formers utilize a “safety shield” between the primary and secondary coils. Transformers deploying double or reinforced insulation
have no such safety shield and instead use insulation that is sufficiently robust to pass the required thickness and high potential
voltage tests.
Improving Medical Grade Transformer Design
The manufacture of toroidal transformers typically involves 7 labour intensive steps:
1. Create a steel core
2. Insulate the core
3. Wind magnet wire around the core to create a primary winding
4. Insulate the primary winding
5. Wind magnet wire over the insulation to create a secondary
winding
6. Insulate the secondary winding
7. Create a mounting point
Segmented core cap technology5 eliminates most of those steps,
reducing cost while also reducing leakage current, temperature
rise, and weight. Segmented core caps are generally made from
a nylon resin material. They support primary and secondary windings in alternate sectors to reduce leakage current. Several modular electrically insulating segments join together to form annular
or semi-annular core caps to cover or partially cover a ring-type
toroidal transformer core (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Segmented core cap construction5
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Figure 3: Typical transformer core configurations4
A toroidal core is made from a continuous strip of silicon steel,
which is wound like a tight clock spring and spot welded. The core
is insulated with an epoxy coating, a set of caps, or multiple wraps
of insulating film. Transformer windings are applied directly onto
the core itself, and additional insulation is used to isolate them.
The continuous strip core allows toroidal core transformers to be
smaller, lighter, more efficient, and quieter than their EI laminate
equivalents. They can be completely encapsulated when necessary,
and their relatively low stray-fields are less likely to cause radiated
electromagnetic disturbances. All of these qualities are highly desirable in ME applications and justify the additional expense involved
in toroidal transformer manufacture.
Medical Grade Isolation Transformers
Medical grade transformers are designed to isolate the patient
and/or the operator from electric shock, and to protect equipment
from power surges or faulty components. They are required to
meet the harmonized IEC 60601 standard, and in doing so observe
maxima on leakage currents and temperature rise, and minima on
creepage distance. Isolation is achieved by means of either a safety
ground or reinforced insulation approach. Safety ground trans-

The core cap modules insulate windings from the core and allow
for double wall insulation between adjacent windings, significantly
reducing leakage current. They also provide for direct cooling of
the core by ambient or forced air without intervening insulation.
The core cap can be assembled from component modules over a
completed wound toroidal core, reducing manufacturing costs.
Customisable transformer characteristics through configurability
While identically sized and shaped modules are typically more convenient, there are no practical restrictions on the combinations of
core cap module sizes and shapes that may be combined to yield a
transformer with the desired characteristics. The segments include
“separating walls” to define wire winding boundaries, with primary
and secondary windings usually housed alternately. Each separating wall typically lies on a radius of the annulus, although other
convenient shapes and contours may be specified. Core cover
panels extend downwards to at least partially cover a toroidal core
ring placed against the core cover panels. Separating walls do not
extend across these panels, but may connect to them from either
side. Some of the segments include ribs to generate an airgap, allowing cooling air to circulate between windings and the topside
of the cap.
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A tool is used to facilitate the winding of a
capped core from a single bobbin. Typically,
this winding tool is an almost closed ring; a
flat “C” shape with a projecting rim or flange
extending from the outer diameter (Figure
5).

Figure 5: Capped core winding tool
The ring is sized to accept a segment, with
the slot sized to pass wire onto the segment. A wire lock with multiple partial slots
and locking aperture(s) connects the wire
to appropriate segments during the winding process (Figure 6).
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Segment core caps reduce manufacturing time. There is no need for ground and
inter-winding insulation, or outer wrap. Primary and secondary windings can both be
wound on one machine, reducing handling
time. And mounting points can be integral
to cap design, eliminating the need to fill
the centre of the transformer with epoxy.
A “snap” assembly segment core cap design
reduces the cost to tool for injection-moulding, while assembling “snap-together” parts
require less skill levels than other core insulation techniques. It also facilitates almost
endless variations in transformer design
and hence performance characteristics.
The use of precision engineering at all
stages of manufacture results in a configurable, standards compliant medical equipment transformer that offers reduced leakage current, temperature rise, and weight,
while keeping costs to a minimum.
References
1. "Directive 2007/47/ec of the European
parliament and of the council". Eur-lex
Europa. 5 September 2007.
2. https://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/
DeviceRegulationandGuidance/Overview/

Figure 6: An example of transformer windings
Both the tool and the process is adaptable
to accommodate the various transformer
characteristics including the separating
walls, OD and ID covers, use of insulating
materials, and windings per segment.
Conclusions
Like every other aspect of ME equipment,
medical grade transformers are significant
to the management of risk. However, medical grade transformers are usually of toroidal design, and the traditional approach to
their manufacture makes them expensive.

3. Image source: https://towardsdatascience.com/how-to-get-clinical-ai-techapproved-by-regulators-fa16dfa1983b
4. Image source : https://www.
semanticscholar.org/paper/Optimizing-linear-power-supply-performance-with-Taggart-Goff/d71687f36e6ace5c8d14cc40862f5bf1455681b0
5. US patent 10056184; EPO application
number 3365901; Indian patent application number 201817019014.
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A Family of Single-Component
Modules with a Base Width
of 50 Millimeter
Design Principles and Main Advantages
In 2021 Proton-Electrotex launched serial production of single-component modules with a
maximum permissible average open-state current of up to 700A.
This article describes the basic principles used by the company to develop the new products and
provides comparative information on the main parameters of the devices in this family.
By S. D. Antonov, Proton-Electrotex
Introduction
The Proton-Electrotex company has decades of experience in development and production of power semiconductors with pressure
and soldered contact design, as well as power assemblies based
on them. The enterprise has created a complete production cycle
where the research and development phase occupies a special
place. The structure of the company is separated into three divisions – the department of semiconductors with pressure contact
design, the department of IGBT devices, and the department of
power assemblies. This separation allows to concentrate the areas
of competence on solving problems within a specific direction. The
main task of these divisions is to create new high-quality, reliable
and safe products. In 2021, the department of pressure contact devices expanded the range of products produced by the company
with a line of single-component diode and thyristor modules with
a baseplate width of 50 mm. This type of modules was assigned an
internal suffix “B0” (Figure 1).

Figure 2: Maximum allowed average forward current for diode devices
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Figure 3: Average on-state current for thyristor devices

Figure 1: Modules М.В0 made by Proton-Electrotex
The modules are intended for use in energy converters as well as
other AC and DC circuits of various power electrical units. The applications of B0 modules include electric drive control systems, rectifier bridges, AC regulators, DC motor control, power supplies and
other switching installations.
Features and Benefits
The B0 line includes single-component thyristor and diode modules with the voltage range (VDRM / VRRM) from 1000 to 6500 V and
the maximum allowed average forward current / average on-state
current (IFAV / ITAV) up to 700 A. Figures 2 and 3 provide information on the available nominal currents for diodes and thyristors,
respectively.

Analysis of information materials available in the public domain
shows that these ranges of average currents and blocking voltages
are optimal. Figures 4 and 5 show comparative diagrams for the
nominal values of M.B0 modules and popular competing devices.
The diagrams demonstrate that the devices made by Proton-Electrotex have a value of the maximal allowed average forward current / average current in the open state on par and in most cases
higher than that of competitors provided equal repetitive impulse
reverse voltage and repetitive impulse voltage in the closed state.
More than that, M.B0 has no competitors at all for the voltage over
4200 V.
The new modules have the following features:
• Pressure contact design of the module provides high resistance
to cyclic mechanical, electrical and thermal loads.
• Industry-standard housing simplifies using the devices in existing
equipment and provides the ability to replace identical modules.
• High insulating strength with rated insulation voltage up to 7 kV
AC (50 Hz, 1 min.) guarantees protection of the module and the
power unit as a whole (depending on the customer’s requirements, the design provides for the possibility of increasing the
insulation voltage up to 10 kV AC).
• High value of surge current in the open state ITSM and surge forward current IFSM provides reliable protection against equipment
failure in critical operating modes of converters (Figure 6).
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• Low thermal resistance of the interfaces combined with improved electrical parameters allow to achieve the average forward current and average on-state current IFAV / ITAV up to 700A
(Figure 8).
• Design with a single semiconductor chip eliminates the factor
of heat exchange between adjacent components in devices with
two or more components. Please note that research and practical application confirm that, provided equal conditions, electrical units with two single-component devices are up to 30% more
efficient than units with one dual-component module (for example, an A2 module by designation of Proton-Electrotex) with
comparable heatsink areas.
Figure 4: Current and voltage classes of the thyristor modules

Thus, the new family of devices is highly competitive and has a
number of advantages over comparable models, which became
possible due to the principles incorporated in the development
process.
Applicable design principles
Over its long history, the company has established traditional principles of engineering which are fundamentally embedded in the
process approach to research and development. The main fundamental principles of the company are:
The principle of manufacturing quality products

Figure 5: Current and voltage classes of the diode modules

Throughout the entire life cycle of each product, the company's
specialists monitor such indicators as:
• safety indicators;
• performance indicators;
• indicators of reliability (reliability, durability, storability, etc.);
• economic indicators;
• ergonomic indicators;
• aesthetic indicators;
• indicators of producibility;
• indicators of transportability;
• etc.
Taking into account expert opinions and forecasts, the enterprise
is continuously working to improve all the factors affecting product
quality. This allows to organize high-tech production with quality
equipment and qualified employees.

Figure 6: Comparative diagram of surge current in open state / surge
forward current (destructive values)

Proton-Electrotex closely cooperates with the Oryol State University. It allows to boost competence and expertise of the company's
employees. The results of joint scientific projects are published in
various Russian and foreign periodicals.
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The principle of scientific research approach
All the design and development activities concerning new products
at the company are preceded by research. Combined with an individual approach to solving design problems, it allows to make use
of the latest achievements in science and technology in the related
areas.

Maintaining the knowledge base is a key for effective improvement
of existing designs and technologies, as well as for creation of novel
products in the area of power electronics

Figure 7: Comparative diagram of thermal resistance p-n junction-case

The principle of technical and economic balance
Continuous analysis of the market provides the company with information about the current prices for services, components and
devices in general. This data is constantly updated and used in the
technical and economic analysis of each project at all design stages,
helping to find the optimal combination of price and quality for the
new products.
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The principle of early risk analysis
FMEA analysis of design (DFMEA) and technology (PFMEA) is carried
out at each major stage of all projects starting from the preliminary
design and until the device is launched into serial production. It
serves to predict possible design and technological risks and to determine ways to reduce their probability. Thanks to the extensive
laboratory facilities, self-produced testing equipment and the use
of modern CAD, CAM and CAE systems, the company's specialists
can follow up on the developed measures to reduce risks to a minimum at the early stages.
Safety principle
All products of the company, provided proper operation and compliance with disposal rules, are safe regarding labor protection and
environmental standards. Starting from the earliest design stage,
each project is based on materials and configurations meeting the
safety requirements stated in clause 6 of the Interstate Standard
GOST 30617-98 "Power semiconductor modules", as well as the
requirements of the UL 1557 standard "Standard for Electrically
Isolated Semiconductor Devices" that regulates the insulation parameters of semiconductors both as a whole and their parts.
All components meet the requirements of the European REACH
regulation of chemicals and the RoHS2 directive for the use of hazardous substances.
The principle of focus on customer
Modules of the B0 line, like all other bipolar semiconductors manufactured by Proton-Electrotex, comply with the industry standards
in terms of dimensions and, from a technical point of view, can be
easily used as a substitute for devices from other manufacturers.
However, it is also possible to manufacture devices with individual
customer requirements to configurations and device parameters.

Figure 8: Fundamental principles of М.В0
Conclusion
The modern market for power semiconductor devices is very saturated and diverse in products made by companies from various
countries. In pursuit of low cost, both manufacturers and consumers often neglect seemingly small details that can later severely affect the safety and reliability of converting equipment resulting in
significant financial losses, and most importantly, life-threatening
issues. The Proton-Electrotex company manufactures products
with optimal values of price and quality which are confirmed by the
exhaustive set of tests established by industry standards.

www.proton-electrotex.com
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norwe.com
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All of the above (Figure 8) is only a fundamental part of an impressive list of all applied principles. Combined with the existing work
process, using modern materials and components from trusted
suppliers and high-intensity production processes, it allows the
company to maintain a high level in all aspects of the products.
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Two Acoustic Modes for FullDepth Component Imaging
When a pulse of ultrasound is fired from an Acoustic Micro Imaging system’s transducer into a
component, the pulse will be both reflected by and transmitted through any solid-to-solid interfaces
that it strikes before its energy is exhausted. Around this simple event, more than a dozen different
acoustic imaging modes have been designed.
By Tom Adams, consultant, Nordson SONOSCAN
Multiple modes are possible because the echoes returned by the
pulse contain four types of information (amplitude, travel time, frequency and polarity).
The most frequently used imaging mode is the C-Scan imaging
mode, also known simply as Reflection Mode. Echoes are received
from ultrasound pulsed into a component, and the arrival time and
amplitude of echoes returning from a defined depth are used to
make the acoustic image. Each amplitude is given its own grey tone
or color. In a plastic-encapsulated integrated circuit, for example,
all bonded interfaces between mold compound and silicon may be
light blue. Reflection Mode has one inherent limitation: it may be
difficult to bring the entire thickness of a component into focus.
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The component’s image is made by the moving transducer which
launches the pulses and then collects and assigns colors to the
echoes arriving from tens of thousands of x-y locations per second.
The completed image will show all the features within the gated
depth. “Gated” means the time, measured in microseconds, after
the launch during which the transducer has been programmed to
receive return echoes. Gates may be long or short, and there may
be multiple gates, probably sequential, to image, for example, a
vertical sequence of interfaces in order to be able to view separately each depth of the component. With the right imaging mode, however, it is also possible to scan the entire thickness of the component and image all features, including defects, without significant
loss of focus. In the Nordson SONOSCAN C-SAM™ Acoustic Micro
Imaging tools, two different modes can perform this task: THRUScan™ and Loss of Back Echo™ (LoBE). In neither of these modes
is maximum resolution as sharp as in the most in-focus depth in a
Reflection Mode image, but with the right transducer resolution is
relatively consistent throughout the thickness of the component.

Figure 2: Side view diagram, not to scale, of layers in the IGBT module
discussed here.
A diagrammatic side view section through the raft is shown in
Figure 2. Since the module has been inverted, the heat sink is at
the top, as it is in Figure 1. The various layers of course have different thicknesses; the purpose here is only to identify the layers
and show their vertical distribution. Note that THRU-Scan uses two
transducers, one above and one below the component. LoBE uses
a single transducer, but in a novel way.

Figure 3: Acoustic image of the whole module shows warping of the raft.

Figure 1: Optical photo of the IGBT module discussed here.
An optical image of the IGBT module discussed in this article
is shown in Figure 1. The module has been turned upside down
to show the heat sink through which ultrasound was pulsed for
acoustic imaging. The white marks are surface scratches. In this
posture, the features below the heat sink are the solder, the ceramic raft, and the die. There is no encapsulant on top of the die in
this IGBT module. If there were, imaging with THRU-Scan might be
possible, but only if the encapsulant was not so lossy that the pulse
would arrive at the second transducer too weak to permit imaging.
In that case, imaging would be through the heat sink, which has no
impediments.

A Reflection Mode image of the whole module is shown in Figure 3.
The image is gated on the interface between the substrate and the
raft, and reveals echoes for imaging only from this interface. The
curved features identify warping in the ceramic raft.
The die lie beyond the raft and above this gate, and are not imaged here. The three substrates that comprise the module each
hold four die. There is no encapsulant above the die. The acoustic
images in this article were made using a Nordson SONOSCAN CSAM® Acoustic Micro Imaging tool.
THRU-Scan Imaging Mode
In THRU-Scan, as in most of the dozen or so other imaging modes,
the transducer scans back and forth above the component (or tray
of components). As it travels, it launches tens of thousands of puls-
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es per second, receiving the echoes from each pulse before the
next pulse is launched.
Unlike other modes, the sending transducer used in THRU-Scan
launches the ultrasonic pulse but does not collect the return
echoes, as is shown in Figure 2. The launched pulse travels through
the whole thickness of the component, and is modified as it passes
through each material interface. Reflected echoes reach the transducer that launched them, but the transducer ignores them.
The remaining energy of the original pulse proceeds downward
and is collected by a second transducer placed below the heat sink
on the bottom side the component.
For each of the many thousands of x-y locations, only the ultrasound exiting the bottom of the component is used to make the
THRU-Scan image. The two transducers are mounted on a Cshaped bracket (not shown in the diagram) to ensure that they are
always perfectly aligned with each other on the same x-y location
as they scan the sample.

Figure 4 is the THRU-Scan image of the leftmost substrate in Figure
1. A low acoustic frequency of 20 MHz was used to be able to penetrate the five layers of material.
The circle at the center of each of the larger die, along with the
horizontal line running through the circle, is a structural feature on
top of the die. The black circle near the top of the image is a solder
bump. The numerous faint forms faintly visible in the area of each
die represent local modest variations in amplitude acquired by the
arriving echo as it traveled through the component. The three similar oval features at the edges of the die are part of the metallization
the ceramic raft.
Black features in the area of each die are air-filled voids. The solidto-air interface in each air gap completely blocks the arriving pulse
and prevents it from reaching the transducer below. The largest
void is in the upper right die, but there are numerous smaller voids,
mostly near the edge of a die. Air gaps - voids, delaminations,
cracks, etc. - are frequent initiators of structural alterations that
cause electrical failure.
Loss of Back Echo Imaging Mode
Loss of Back Echo (LoBE) begins much like reflection mode imaging: the transducer launches a pulse into a specific x-y location on
the top surface of the component. The pulse sails through the few
mm of water linking it to the component and sends back part of its
energy as an echo. Within the component, the mildly diminished
pulse encounters the first solid-to-solid material interface at that
x-y location and again reflects part of its energy back toward the
transducer, where the arrival of this echo is - ignored.
LoBE is interested only in those echoes reflected by the back wall
of the component. All echoes that are reflected from higher levels
will arrive before the time gate opens for back wall echoes and will
not be recorded. (In some situations, it may be beneficial to open
the gate a bit wider.) In Figure 2, the echoes reflected by the final
interface are colored gray. The pulses will be diminished in amplitude by each material interface they encounter on the path to the
back wall. Each echo reflected by the back wall will return along the
same path, and will be attenuated again by the same interfaces
it encountered on the way down, but in reverse order. Echoes received at the transducer in various x-y locations will therefore differ
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THRU-Scan can be used only where a transducer can access both
sides of a component. Encapsulated IGBTs, for example, may not
be suitable for imaging by THRU-Scan because of excess attenuation in the encapsulant, but are easily imaged by LoBE. The ultrasonic frequencies that may be used to image IGBT modules range
from 10 MHz to 50 MHz. Overall, imaging frequencies range up to
300 MHz, but the higher frequencies lack the penetration needed
for thicker components. Lower frequencies also have lower spatial
resolution, with the result that THRU-Scan images, although comprehensive in their vertical coverage of the component, are able
to image gap-type defects and other internal features. They do
not, however, provide the fine details that a reflection mode image would give. The main purpose of THRU-Scan is to identify internal air gaps - voids, delaminations, cracks and the like anywhere
throughout the thickness of the device. The method is successful
because the solid-to-air interface of the defects reflects virtually all
of the pulse. None of the pulses are transmitted through the air to
the receiving transducer below, so it too records ”no signal” from
this x-y location. The overall result: gap-type defects at any x-y location and at any z depth in the component will appear black in the
THRU-Scan image.
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Figure 4: THRU-Scan image of the leftmost section of the module seen
in Figures 1 and 3.

Figure 5: Loss of Back Echo (LoBE) image of the same section
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in amplitude and therefore in color, and the whole image will depict
in detail each of the features that subtracted energy from the echo
returning from the back wall. Intended features will be visible but
so will air gap defects which have, on their top side, a solid-to-air
interface that ultrasound cannot penetrate.
Figure 5 is the LoBE image of the same IGBT module. No echoes are
collected during the pulses’ downward trip. The only echoes to be
collected are those reflected by the back wall.
The large void in the second die in the upper row, black in the THRU-Scan image, is bright here because the LoBE image is combined
with the reflection mode image. A few other voids are large enough
to have a pale center. But there are several smaller voids, mostly
along the sides of the die, which are significant because thermal
and mechanical forces can cause them to grow in various ways.
The bottom pair of die in each section have in their lower regions
a curved white background that strongly suggests that the ceramic
raft below is warped or tilted, as suggested in Figure 3. The white
regions are probably higher than surrounding regions. They contain features in their brighter portions that are similar to the features seen in the THRU-Scan images. The one at bottom right, for
example, has a central small circle through which a horizontal line
runs. It appears that warping has pushed some features of the substrate upward into the gate used for LoBE.
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When a vertically comprehensive view of internal structure
is needed, THRU-Scan or LoBE
may be good choices. They both
give the advantage of providing uniform spatial resolution
to all depths within the component, thereby providing a view
that cannot be achieved by gating echoes on selected depths.
Both modes easily display
pulse-blocking air gaps; LoBE
is especially good at imaging
thin, vertical cracks that other
modes might miss. Choosing
which of the two modes to use
on a particular IGBT module
often depends on the module's
structure. If the module has encapsulant on top of the die, THRU-Scan may work. But if the encapsulant attenuates too much
ultrasound, the pulses may not
arrive at the receiving transducer with sufficient strength.
In that case, LoBE is the better
choice.

www.nordsonsonoscan.com

The Danfoss E-Series is based on industry
housings that can be fully customized to any
system requirements resulting in a perfect
match of performance and costs.

Benefits:
• Chip independency enables the perfect match
of semiconductors and security in supply
• Extended lifetime
• Freedom in design due to flexible pinout and
chipset
• Designed to utilize Si and SiC semiconductors
• Flexible topology
• Ceramics fitting the application:
Al2O3, Si3N4, AlN

www.siliconpower.danfoss.com
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In addition, the modules are designed with a
copper base plate that enables an excellent heat
transfer, superior power cycling capabilites and
mechanical robustness.
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Plug-and-Play Gate Driver Improves IGBT Module Performance
Power Integrations announced its plug-and-play SCALE-iFlex™
LT dual gate-drivers. The drivers improve the performance of multiple parallel EconoDUAL modules by 20%, allowing users to eliminate one of every six modules from power inverters and converter
stacks. In addition to saving the cost of the driver and module, this
reduces control complexity and costs related to modules, wiring,
hardware, and heatsinking. SCALE-iFlex LT targets multiple applications in renewable energy generation and storage, and is particularly applicable to offshore wind turbines in the 3 to 5 MW range.
Thorsten Schmidt, product marketing manager at Power Integrations commented: “Dynamic and static current sharing is critical
for robust operation of modules arranged in parallel. For the same
power output, systems using SCALE-iFlex LT require just five parallel modules whereas competitive approaches need six. This substantial saving of cost and complexity is achieved by guaranteeing
less than 20 ns of variance in turn-on and turn-off commands between modules and less than 20 A of variance between modules
when conducting the rated 600 A. This allows the modules to operate reliably without current derating, which is obligatory with less
advanced driver solutions.”

a more compact outline than conventional products. The Module
Adapted Gate drivers (MAGs), which fit the footprint of the EconoDUAL module, each featuring two SCALE-2 ASICs – one per channel
– to optimize symmetrical paralleling, efficiency and protection.

Up to six EconoDUAL 3, or equivalent, power modules can be paralleled from the same Isolated Master Control (IMC) unit which has

www.power.com

Wide-Input DC to DC Converter Line
Acopian launched their encapsulated wide
input DC to DC Converter line of power supplies rated up to 60W. Wide-range DC inputs
are set at 9-18 VDC, with output voltages
ranging from 3.3 VDC to 48 VDC and up to
8A. Threaded mounting holes permit them
to be mounted to a chassis, cabinet wall
or bracket, they can be DIN RAIL mounted
or they may be used on a test bench or
tabletop. Touch safe terminal blocks provide easy connection without the need for
sockets or soldering. Input/Output isolation
prevents ground loops, and permits the
use of inputs of either polarity; outputs of
single output models may be used in either

polarity and floated up to 500 volts above
the input. Standard features include OVP
internal protection, Input/Output isolation,
short circuit protection and ability to operate in series. Optional output indicator (DC
ON LED) and voltage adjust potentiometer
are also available. Thermal protection and
rugged encapsulated construction assure
years of reliable service.
These DC to DC converters are suitable for
use in a broad range of applications including automotive, ATE, OEM, military and industrial/manufacturing applications.

www.acopian.com

for 2 g full-scale versions) and long-term stability. As such, they can
respond to frequencies from zero (DC) to 2000+ Hz and can reliably
perform over a standard operating temperature range of -55°C to
+125°C.

www.silicodesigns.com
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Silicon Designs Model 1521 Series industrial-grade, high-stability
OEM surface mount accelerometer chips is offered in eight standard ranges from ±2 g to ±400 g. Each features a ±4V differential
output and is offered with a choice of either a 20-pin LCC or J-lead
surface mount package, both of which are Nitrogen gas-damped,
hermetically sealed and RoHS compliant. The distinguishing feature of the Model 1521 Series is its integration of a MEMS capacitive sense element, together with both an amplifier and internal
temperature sensor. The MEMS capacitive sense element of the
Model 1521 Series provides long-term measurement stability (+5
VDC, 5 mA power typical), reliable operation, durability, 5,000 g
shock survivability and zero signal degradation. The Series is designed for zero-to-medium frequency testing and instrumentation
applications requiring extremely low noise (with 7 μg/√Hz typical

bodospower.com

MEMS Capacitive Accelerometer Chips
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Isolation Transformer Series Provides Isolation from High Voltage Hazards
Bourns introduced its Model PAD00x-T764 Isolation Transformer
Series. These transformers feature functional isolation and a low
0.4 mm profile form factor to simplify isolated power and serial

communication signal integrity in CAN, RS-485, RS-422, RS-232, SPI,
I2C, and lower power LAN-based applications. The Model PAD00xT763 Series is ideal for industrial automation, embedded solutions,
AC motor drives, system integration, communication PHYs, smart
metering, and many other applications requiring low DC power.
Bourns® Model PAD00x-T764 series was developed for ease of
use in maintaining proper communication and necessary isolation between systems. The 3.1 kVAC withstanding voltage provides
an isolation barrier from high voltage hazards, such as high voltage batteries. Design details include construction with a ferrite
toroid core to help ensure a high coupling factor and heightened
efficiency. EMI performance is enhanced in the winding of the
transformer, enabling reduced emissions. The PAD00x-T764 series is compatible with Texas Instruments SN6501 and SN6506B,
Maxim MAX253 and MAX845, Analog Devices ADM2485, and similar transformer drivers. The series offers 3.3 to 5 V input, industry
standard 3.3 to 10 V output, and up to 250 mA output with various
turns ratios. The Bourns Magnetics product line can also support
most modification and customization requests for this push-pull
transformer series.

www.bourns.com

ICs for Automotive Satellite Camera Modules
ROHM developed SerDes ICs (BU18xMxx-C series) and a PMIC
(BD86852MUF-C) ideal for vehicle satellite camera modules for
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS). The products not
only solve issues concerning the miniaturization and low power
consumption of modules, but also provide features such as low

electromagnetic noise (EMI) that reduces development time. Both
products utilize a spread spectrum function to reduce EMI. This
also simplifies EMI countermeasures, which often require significant man-hours during the design of automotive applications. The
BU18xMxx-C SerDes IC optimizes the transmission rate based on
video resolution, making it possible to reduce power consumption by 27% over general products. At the same time, the built-in
spread spectrum function reduces the EMI peak by 20dB, while
an integrated video sticking detection function improves the reliability of the entire ADAS system by detecting frozen images. The
BD86852MUF-C PMIC (Power Management IC) for cameras is designed to optimally manage the power supply systems of CMOS
image sensors from all major manufacturers. This allows voltage
settings and sequence control to be performed with a single IC, reducing mounting area by 41% and contributing to the miniaturization of vehicle camera modules. In addition, a camera PMIC heat
concentration distribution circuit can be configured to lower power
consumption by achieving a high conversion efficiency of 78.6%
that suppresses heat generation.

Bodo´s Power Systems® ·
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www.rohm.com

3D Hall-Effect Position Sensor for Real-Time Control
Texas Instruments introduced a 3D Hall-effect position sensor.
With the TMAG5170, engineers can achieve uncalibrated ultra-high
precision at speeds up to 20 kSPS for faster and more accurate
real-time control in factory automation and motor-drive applications. The sensor also provides integrated functions and diagnostics to maximize design flexibility and system safety, while using at
least 70% less power than comparable devices. The TMAG5170 is
the first device in a new family of 3D Hall-effect position sensors
that will meet a wide range of industrial needs – from ultra-high
performance to general purpose. The TMAG5170 is the industry’s
first 3D Hall-effect position sensor to provide a low 2.6% full-scale
total error at room temperature. It also features best-in-class

drift of 3% total error – 30% lower than the next closest competitor – along with at least 35% lower error than comparable devices
in the presence of a cross-axis field. Together, these features
enable the TMAG5170 to deliver higher accuracy than any other
3D Hall-effect position sensor, eliminating the need for end-of-line
calibration and off-chip error compensation, and simplifying system design and manufacturing. To achieve faster, more accurate
real-time control, the sensor supports measurements as high as
20 kSPS for low-latency throughput of high-speed mechanical
motion.

www.ti.com
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Wireless Charging
Transmitter Solutions
Alpha and Omega Semiconductor announced a family of Coil Drivers. The initial product, AOZ32033AQI, offers 30V, 11mOhm in a QFN3x3 package. AOZ32033AQI is an integrated half-bridge gate driver capable of driving high-side and low-side N-channel MOSFETs. It
features SRC (Slew Rate Control) to adjust sink/source current and
provide the ideal trade-off between efficiency and EMI optimization
in the design of Wireless Charging Transmitter (TX) circuits. The device is ideally suited to the design of Wireless Charging TX circuits
used in cordless power tools, vacuum cleaners, drones, and other
consumers’ electronic equipment composed of full-bridge topology
with a resonant tank circuit to get the best power conversion efficiency. With a highly integrated package, the AOZ32033AQI offers
a part count reduction of up to 40% compared to traditional approaches. The device enables PCB space savings and higher performance in wireless transmitter circuits with high wattage of up
to 30W. Moreover, the AOZ32033AQI has multiple protection functions such as high side and low side UVLO and over-temperature
protection (OTP) to make the design more robust.
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The device can be used for a wide range of input voltages from 4V
to 28V. “Wireless charging is offered at increasingly higher power
levels as the benefits of eliminating physical connectors and cables
are being realized by more end applications. AOS’s Coil Driver products provide an efficient, power-dense, and cost-effective solution
for wireless charging TX circuits. The integrated approach offers
protection features not possible by using a discrete approach while
reducing engineering design cycles and complexities,” said Colin
Huang, Power IC Marketing Manager at AOS.

Tilted Substrate
Lack of
Thickness

Die
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Configurable Digital Gate Driver for Silicon Carbide MOSFETs
To complement its broad portfolio of silicon carbide MOSFET discrete and module products, Microchip Technology announced a
1200V production-ready digital gate driver, providing system developers with multiple levels of control and protection for safe, reliable
operation and qualified to stringent transportation requirements.
For designers of silicon carbide-based power conversion equipment, Microchip’s AgileSwitch® 2ASC-12A2HP 1200V dual-channel
digital gate driver with its Augmented Switching™ technology is
production qualified and fully configurable. To ensure reliable, safe

operation, the 2ASC-12A2HP gate driver provides multiple levels of
control and a higher level of protection for silicon carbide MOSFET-based power systems. When compared to conventional gate
drivers, key performance attributes of the AgileSwitch gate driver
products include the ability to dampen drain-source voltage (Vds)
overshoots by up to 80% and slash switching losses by as much
as 50%. The 2ASC-12A2HP digital gate driver can source/sink up
to 10A of peak current and includes an isolated DC/DC converter
with low capacitance isolation barrier for pulse width modulation
signals and fault feedback. Microchip’s 2ASC-12A2HP gate driver
is compatible with the company’s latest release of the Intelligent
Configuration Tool (ICT). This interface allows users to configure
gate driver parameters including the gate switching profiles, system critical monitors and controller interface settings. The result is
a gate driver that is tailored to their applications without having to
change hardware, helping to speed development time from evaluation through production and enabling designers to change control
parameters during the design process. The ICT, which is a free-ofcharge download, can save designers approximately three to six
months of development time on new designs.

www.microchip.com

Switched Capacitor Intermediate Bus Converter
for 48 V Data Center Applications

Bodo´s Power Systems® ·
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Flex Power Modules introduces the BMR310, a non-isolated
switched capacitor intermediate bus converter (IBC) which provides high power density for data centers, thus improving board
space utilization and freeing space for other components. Built on
the proprietary Zero voltage switching Switched capacitor Converter (ZSC) technology of Infineon Technologies, the BMR310 achieves
efficiency of over 98 percent at half load and can deliver power up
to 875 W continuous in a compact package. It operates over an input voltage range of 40 V to 60 V, and delivers an unregulated output voltage of 10 V to 15 V.

For data centers and high-performance computing (HPC) applications, there is a growing trend to move away from 12 V and adopt
48 V power distribution to reduce distribution currents and power
losses. To meet this increasing demand, the Infineon ZSC delivers
the highest efficiency and power density for applications using 48 V
to generate an intermediate bus voltage. This is achieved through
capacitive energy transfer with soft switching of the power MOSFETs, and therefore enables an easy and low-risk migration path for
legacy 12 V systems to a 48 V infrastructure at significantly reduced
total cost of ownership (TCO). The BMR310 is mounted horizontally

with a height profile of 10.3 mm, making it suitable for systems
with limited space due to large heatsinks or cold plates. It measures
58.4 mm x 25.0 mm x 10.3 mm (2.3 x 0.98 x 0.41 in). The current
mounting option is base-plated but an open frame will be available
with future models. To maximize operating lifespan, the BMR310
includes over-voltage, under-voltage, over-current and over-temperature protection function.

www.infineon.com

Transducer for Current Measurement
of Trackside Applications
LEM has introduced a current transducer series, ideal for retrofitting trackside applications or for reducing the cost of new installations. Due to its robust design and standardized 4-20 mA out, it can
also be used in automation or the control of PV-plants. The transducer’s innovative primary circuit (patent pending), in combination
with two ASiCs to detect the magnetic field, enables precise current
measurement. The HTRS-series will be available in three current
ranges (10 A / 30 A / 50 A), with peak current measurement up to
twice that of nominal. Despite the very high insulation test voltage
of 6.0 kV, the HTRS-series is compact, measuring 72 mm x 29 mm x
26 mm. The HTRS series also offers very good temperature stabil-

ity, while mounting adapters allow the unit to be installed in existing applications. The transducer complies with the International
Railway Industry Standards (IRIS). With the HTRS, users in the field
of railway technology have a versatile series of sensors at their disposal, regardless of whether they work in the field of rail or signalling technology. The HTRS series is suitable for measuring currents
in point machines, crossing gates and signalling systems. It can also
be used in industrial applications, such as process automation or
DC current collection in solar parks.

www.lem.com
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Low Phase Noise GaAs MMIC Amplifier
Richardson RFPD announced the availability and full design support capabilities for a
gallium arsenide MMIC amplifier from Analog Devices. The ADL8150 is a self-biased
GaAs MMIC, heterojunction bipolar transistor, low phase noise amplifier that operates
from 6 GHz to 14 GHz. The amplifier has low
phase noise of -172 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz offset and provides 12 dB of typical signal gain
and +30 dBm typical output third-order intercept.

The amplifier requires 74 mA from a 5 V
collector supply voltage. The ADL8150 also
features inputs and outputs that are internally matched to 50 Ω, facilitating integration into multichip modules. The ADL8150
is versatile for a range of applications, including military and space, test instrumentation, and communications.

www.richardsonrfpd.com

Power Modules Replace Linear Regulators
Würth Elektronik extends its MagI³C-FDSM36-V family with a 12 V output voltage version. The range of MagI³C-FDSM power
modules with 36 V input voltage has been
expanded to include a version with 12 V
output voltage. The power module in a
SIP-3 package represents a cost-effective
solution to meet the requirements for the
real-world voltage transients of a 24 V industrial power architecture. The module
operates from 16 to 36 VIN and generates
a fixed output voltage of 12 V with current
up to 1 A. The FDSM series MagI³C power
modules are fully integrated DC/DC voltage
converters with a fixed output voltage. The
modules incorporate all of the components

needed, like the controller, inductor and
input/output capacitors, with the added
benefit of thermal overload and short cir-

cuit protection. Since there are no external components required for operation,
there is essentially no circuit design needed. This reduces development costs and
makes it possible to get to market quickly
with new applications. This power module
has around 95% efficiency while the linear
regulator will have an efficiency of 50%. The
standard THT housing for easy mounting is
pin-compatible with L78x linear controllers.
Pre-compliance testing has shown both the
radiated and conducted emissions on an
evaluation board are below the limits of
EMC standards EN55032/CISPR32 Class B.

www.we-online.com

103 V →104 V

103 A →104 A
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Tiny Power Management IC for Wearables and Hearables
The MAX77659 single-inductor multiple output (SIMO) power
management IC (PMIC) with integrated switch-mode buck-boost
charger from Analog Devices charges wearables, hearables and
Internet of Things (IoT) devices faster and in less space than any
other PMIC available today. The MAX77659 SIMO PMIC delivers
over four hours of play time after a short, ten-minute charge, and
uses a single inductor to power multiple rails, reducing the bill of
materials (BOM) by 60 percent and shrinking total solution size by
50 percent. The MAX77659 SIMO PMIC integrates a switch-mode
buck-boost charger and three independently programmable buckboost regulators, all sharing a single inductor to minimize total solution size. The regulators extend battery life by operating at 91
percent efficiency during moderate to heavy load conditions while
consuming only 5µA of quiescent current during light load conditions. The MAX77659 SIMO PMIC supports autonomous headroom
control, which reduces heat dissipation by minimizing the voltage
drop while providing enough headroom to regulate the charging
current. “Analog Devices’ SIMO product technology shrinks size and
boosts performance in the smallest of hearable and wearable devices,” said Roger Yeung, Executive Business Manager for the Battery Power Solutions Business Unit at Maxim Integrated®, now part

of Analog Devices. “The MAX77659 brings the ‘on-the-go’ lifestyle
to the next level by minimizing plug-in time and maximizing play
time. The MAX77659 PMIC frees up board real estate to pack in additional features such as expanded memory storage, location tracking and vital sensing demanded by today’s portable consumer and
medical devices.”

www.maximintegrated.com

Webpage-Launched Simulator Available
The latest in a long line of Vincotech simulation environments, VINcoSIM is the first simulator to launch from a webpage. It features
topology modeling and an accurate, proven loss and temperature
calculation engine. Users can even define custom heatsink builds
in a one-step configuration. A click or two is all it takes to quickly
assess the options and choose the best fit.
“This tool is a great leap forward,” says Vincotech CEO Eckart Seitter.
“As a reliable partner, we aim to bring speed and flexibility to our
business relationships. Part of that is helping customers make fast
but well-informed decisions. We have always gone to great lengths
to provide accurate, reliable simulation tools. And VINcoSIM is our
most powerful and convenient power module selection tool yet.”
The company’s first ISE simulation tool debuted 20 years ago, setting a benchmark for customer support in the power module business. Drawing on two decades’ experience advancing the state of
the art in simulation tools, the company has now created an easyto-use environment to rapidly test and evaluate any of its power
modules, regardless of sub-topology or components. No compromises in functions or features is demanded.

Designed to fast-track simulations, VINcoSIM configures automatically when the user selects a product on the website. It is the only
tool of its kind to simulate any type of topology, even the most advanced. VINcoSIM runs on substantiated data from measurements
taken in high-tech labs. It is reliable; its results are accurate.

www.vincotech.com
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Charger Delivers 100km of Range in Less Than Three Minutes
ABB is launching an all-in-one Electric Vehicle (EV) charger, which
provides the fastest charging experience on the market. ABB’s Terra 360 is a modular charger which can simultaneously charge up
to four vehicles with dynamic power distribution. This means that
drivers will not have to wait if somebody else is already charging
ahead of them. They simply pull up to another plug. The charger
has a maximum output of 360 kW and is capable of fully charging
any electric car in 15 minutes or less, meeting the needs of a variety
of EV users, whether they need a fast charge or to top their battery
up while grocery shopping. “With governments around the world
writing public policy that favors electric vehicles and charging networks to combat climate change, the demand for EV charging infrastructure, especially charging stations that are fast, convenient and
easy to operate is higher than ever,” said Frank Muehlon, President
of ABB’s E-mobility Division. “The Terra 360, with charging options
that fit a variety of needs, is the key to fulfilling that demand and
accelerating e-mobility adoption globally.” “It’s an exciting day for

ABB, who as the global leader in electric vehicle fast charging, is
playing a key role in enabling a low carbon society,” said Theodor
Swedjemark, Chief Communications and Sustainability Officer at
ABB.

www.abb.com
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Textbook “GaN Power Devices and Applications”
Efficient Power Conversion announces the publication of a valuable learning resource for professional engineers, systems designers, and electrical engineering students seeking the latest information on gallium nitride technology and applications. Since the 2019
release of the 3rd edition textbook, “GaN Transistors for Efficient
Power Conversion”, published by J. Wiley, there has been rapid
adoption of GaN transistors and integrated circuits into a wide
range of end-use applications such as robots, drones, Artificial Intelligence (AI) computers, AC adapters, autonomous vehicles, and
even vacuum cleaners. This book, “GaN Power Devices and Applications”, provides an update on gallium nitride technology and
applications by leading experts.
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According to Alex Lidow, EPC’s co-founder and CEO, “The information contained in this new textbook will help users fully understand, by examples, the incredible contribution that GaN devices
can make to innovative power systems. In addition, QR codes have
been inserted at the beginning of each chapter of the book for so
that readers can link to the very latest information on GaN as new
it emerges.”

Hands-on. Visionary. Personal.
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With contributions from nearly thirty industry and academic experts, and edited by Alex Lidow, this book starts with two years of
new information on technology developments, design techniques,
and reliability beginning right after the publication of the 3rd edition textbook. In a practical sense, this book includes detailed discussion and analysis of the latest examples of actual GaN usage
in power supplies, lidar, motor drives, and low-cost satellite applications.
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High-Temperature, Automotive-Grade Polymer Chip Capacitors
AVX Corporation released the TCO Series high-temperature, automotive-grade polymer chip capacitors, which are rated for operating temperatures up to 150°C at category voltage and meet
AEC-Q200 Stress Test Qualification for Passive Components requirements, which ensure stable performance at 85°C, 85% relative
humidity, and rated voltage for up to 1,000 hours. Based on AVX’s

field-proven TCQ Series automotive polymer capacitors, the new
TCO Series chip capacitors are manufactured in an IATF-16949-certified facility and feature robust J-lead constructions comprised of
tantalum anodes, tantalum pentoxide (Ta2O5) dielectrics, and conductive polymer electrodes that exhibit a benign failure mode under recommended use conditions. The series also exhibits low DCL
(0.1CV) and basic reliability of 1% per 1,000 hours at 85°C and rated
voltage with 0.1Ω/V series impedance and 60% confidence, and is
ideally suited for use in high-temperature, low- and medium-power
automotive, industrial, and telecommunications applications.
TCO Series capacitors are currently available as D-case (EIA Metric 7343-31) components rated MSL 3 per J-STD-020 and for 10µF
±20% tolerance, 50VDC at 105°C, a maximum of 50µA DCL, 150mΩ
maximum ESR at 100kHz, and operating temperatures extending
from -55°C to +150°C, but several other codes are actively in development.

www.kyocera-avx.com

Power Integrity Solution for Analog, Digital and Mixed-Signal IC Designs
Siemens Digital Industries Software introduced mPower power
integrity software for analog, digital and mixed signal IC designs.
The software is an IC power integrity verification solution to
provide virtually unlimited scalability for analog, digital, and mixed
signal ICs, enabling comprehensive power, electromigration (EM)
and voltage drop (IR) analysis for even the largest IC designs. The
mPower power integrity solution completes Siemens' overall electro-physical signoff suite addressing power, performance, and reliability analysis. Other offerings in this suite include Calibre PERC
software, PowerPro software, HyperLynx software, and the Analog
FastSPICE platforms. With this comprehensive signoff suite,
designers can now use an all-Siemens power integrity design
flow. "Design companies must run both block and full-chip EM/IR
analysis to confirm that the power grid delivers the necessary current to the devices, and that wires will not fail prematurely," said
Joe Sawicki, executive vice president for Siemens' IC EDA Segment.
"With our innovative mPower solution, companies now have a
fast, scalable dynamic analysis option for analog, digital and mixed
signal layouts of any size, as well as silicon-proven accuracy and
fast turns for even the largest digital chips."

https://eepower.com/new-industry-products/sensata-unveils-abattery-management-system-for-60-volt-applications/

www.siemens.com
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GaN = Lidar
See Farther – See Faster – See Better
eGaN® FETs and ICs provide the high current pulses, extremely
narrow pulse widths, and small size that make affordable,
high performance lidar possible.

Note:

Scan QR code to
download the lidar ebook.
bit.ly/eGaNLidar
EFFICIENT POWER CONVERSION

epc-co.com

